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iAbstract
THEMBA GQAZA
Optimisation of Galaxy Identification Methods on Large
Interferometric Surveys
The astronomical size of spectral data cubes that will result from the SKA pathfinders
planned large HI surveys such as LADUMA; Fornax HI survey; DINGO; WALLABY; etc.
necessitate fully automated three-dimensional (3D) source finding and parametrization
tools. A fraction of the percentage difference in the performance of these automated tools
corresponds to a significant number of galaxies being detected or undetected. Failure or
success to resolve satellites around big spirals will affect both the low and the high mass
end of the HI mass function. As a result, the performance and efficiency of these auto-
mated tools are of great importance, especially in the epoch of big data. Here I present
the comprehensive comparison of performance between the fully automated source iden-
tification and parametrization software: SOFIA, the visual galaxy identification method
and the semi-automated galaxy identification method. Each galaxy identification method
has been applied to the same ∼ 35 gigabytes 3D HI data cube. The data cube results from
the blind HI imaging survey conducted using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT). The survey mapped the overdensity corresponding to the Perseus-Pisces Super-
cluster filament crossing the Zone-of-Avoidance (ZoA), at (`, b) ≈ (160◦, 0.5◦).
A total of 211 galaxies detected using the semi-automated method by Ramatsoku et al.
[2016]. In this work, I detected 194 galaxies (using the visual identification method) of
which 89.7% (174) have cross-matches/counterparts on the galaxy catalogue produced
through semi-automated identification method. A total of 130 detections were made us-
ing SOFIA of which 89 were also identified by the two other methods. I used the sample
of 174 visual detections with semi-automated counterparts as a Testbed to calculate the re-
liability and completeness achieved by SOFIA. The achieved reliability is ∼ 0.68 whereas
completeness is∼ 0.51. Further parameter fine-tuning is necessary to have a better handle
on all SOFIA parameters and achieve higher reliability and completeness values.
Keywords: techniques: interferometric-methods: data analysis-radio lines: galaxies
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
The precursors to the Square Kilometre Array (SKA: Carilli and Rawlings [2004]) like the
South Africa Karoo Array Telescope (MeerKAT: Booth et al. [2009]), the Australian SKA
Pathfinder (ASKAP: Johnston et al. [2008]) and the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT) with Apertif (APERTIF: Verheijen et al. [2008]) will conduct large-scale extragalac-
tic HI surveys which will produce unprecedented amounts of data in short periods. The
expected high influx of data requires advanced automated pipelines to deal with the chal-
lenges of working with big datasets such as signal capture; data mining; storage; data pro-
cessing speed and visualization. As a result research groups such as the Inter-University
Institute for Data Intensive Astronomy based in South Africa1 (IDIA) and the Australian
Pawsey Supercomputing Centre2 have large teams of international researchers focusing
on building pipelines to tackle some of these challenges.
One of the greatest challenges involves differentiating genuine HI line emission from
the unwanted signals in the data. Most of the perturbing signals come from continuum
emission and radio frequency interference (RFI). The signal from these contributors is gen-
erally much brighter than the HI line emission signal present in the data. Sophisticated
software for removing continuum and flagging RFI signals exist but are not perfect. Hence
final data products might show none-flat baselines and unidentified RFIs (during the flag-
ging step) might reduce the image quality, which will reduce the probability of identifying
faint galaxies.
The most advanced automated source finding pipelines use matched filtering to iden-
tify HI line emission from the data. However unmitigated RFIs and baseline residuals left
in the data possess significant signal, hence they result in a high number of false detec-
tions. Correcting for this bias can be a tedious task and involves a series of parameter
steps. In addition to employment of automated source finding such as MULTIFIND (Kil-
born [2001]), recent large HI surveys based on single dish observations (e.g. the HI Parkes
All-Sky Survey (HIPASS: Meyer et al. [2004]) and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA Survey
(ALFALFA: Giovanelli et al. [2005])) involved a significant amount of visual examination
when it came to classifying detections as either genuine or false positive and parametrisa-
tion. The epoch of big data requires fully automated source finding and parametrisation
1http://idia.ac.za/about-us
2https://www.pawsey.org.au/research/
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software.
Flöer et al. [2014] developed a fully automated source finding, parametrisation and
classification for the extragalactic Effelsberg-Bonn HI Survey. The pipeline employs ma-
chine learning techniques such as an artificial neural network (ANN) to classify the source
as genuine of false positive and it arrives at that decision by using derived HI parameters.
However, this software has only been applied to a single dish HI data and further refining
is necessary to apply it to interferometric data. A year later, Serra et al. [2015] published
the advanced Source Finding Application (SOFIA). The software eclipses most of its pre-
decessors due to the broader functionality, obtained by optimizing the various methods
and algorithms that were tested over the preceding years. It is the first source finding tool
that incorporates a minimum of three source finding algorithms, the threshold finder; the
SMOOTH PLUS CLIP source finder (S+C: Serra et al. [2012b]) and the Characterised Noise
HI (CNHI: Jurek [2012]) source finder. In addition to identifying sources, it also applies
parametrisation steps and returns global profiles and moment maps.
SOFIA is currently the software most large HI surveys PIs are planning to use for
galaxy identify and parametrise, because of the high reliability and completeness achieved
by this pipeline when tested on mock data cubes. However, it is not fully understood how
SOFIA performs when applied to large interferometric datasets with real noise character-
istics, this will be addressed in this thesis. I will test the performance of SOFIA on a large
interferometric data cube obtained with the WSRT. Unlike with mock data cubes, the to-
tal number of genuine sources present in the cube is unknown. Hence the conventional
methods of calculating both reliability and completeness are not straightforward in this
case. However, there is an alternative method that we opted for in this project. We first
searched the data cube using the visual method, then derived the HI parameters associ-
ated with each detection, manually. The results were then catalogued and compared with
the semi-automated source catalogue by Ramatsoku et al. [2016]. The latter catalogue was
produced using a combination of automated source and visual identification method (see:
4.2), hence it is referred to as semi-automated (SA) catalogue. A sample of galaxies from
the visual catalogue with crossmatches from the SA catalogue was used as the testbed. We
assumed that the tested sample represents the total number of genuine sources in the cube.
Hence it was used to calculate both the reliability and completeness achieved by SOFIA.
This thesis is organised as follows: in Sect. 2.1 the origin of the hydrogen 21cm-line
emission is discussed. Section 2.2 illustrates how this signal is captured and what type of
telescope is best suited for this work. Sect. 2.3 gives an update on the current status and the
future of large HI surveys. In Sect. 2.4 I review the latest top source finding algorithms that
have been developed at the time of writing of this thesis. The raw HI data cube properties
of WSRT HI data cube are illustrated in Ch. 3. Galaxy identification methods used in this
thesis (i.e. visual, semi-automated and fully automated) and corresponding methods for
calculating the HI properties of detected galaxies are described in Ch. 4. The resulting HI
catalogues are presented in Ch. 5. In Ch. 5, I also discuss the measured HI parameters
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and their respective characteristics. In the last chapter (Ch. 6) I present a comprehensive
comparison of the three galaxy identification methods. The same chapter also includes
reliability and completeness calculations. Throughout the thesis, I have assumed a Λ cold
dark matter (ΛCDM) cosmological model, with matter density of ΩM = 0.3, ΛM = 0.7
and a Hubble constant of H0 = 70km s−1 Mpc−1.
4Chapter 2
Observing the HI universe
The 1931 discovery of a radio signal at the centre of Milky Way by Jansky marked the birth
of radio astronomy. The significance of this discovery was not apparent at the time and
not much was known about radio wavelength. I n 1944 a Dutch astronomer predicted
that HI which accounts for a large fraction of the baryonic matter can be observed in a
rare transition at radio wavelengths, known as a spin-flip transition. It was not until 1951
that this transition was first observed by Ewen and Purcell [1951]. Preceding discoveries
such as the cosmic microwave background (CMB) by Penzias & Wilson (1965) and the
1967 discovery of a pulsating radio star (pulsar) proclaimed radio as one of the powerful
windows on the electromagnetic spectrum for probing the universe.
The radio signal has two types of emission, the continuum emission which radiates
over wide range wavelengths and the spectral line emission that occurs over a specific
wavelength. Continuum emission comprises of thermal emission and synchrotron radia-
tion. Note, all hot bodies emit radio signal in a form of thermal emission. On the other
hand, synchrotron radiation is found on bodies with strong magnetic fields such as the Ac-
tive Galactic Nuclei (AGN), Quasars and pulsars. The spectral line is like a fingerprint for
identifying atoms, elements or molecules present in the astronomical object or medium.
In radio wavelength there exist over 50 spectral line1 but the HI spectral line is the most
important. The abundance of hydrogen in the universe makes HI line emission surveys
a great tool for probing the universe. Secondly, the wavelength of the HI line emission
is much greater than the cross-sectional area of dust grains, hence radio observations are
immune to dust obscuration.
In this chapter I present the physics of the HI line emission, how can this line be cap-
tured, a process of separating it from unwanted background signals, the kind of surveys
that have been done and what the future looks like for HI surveys.
2.1 The origin of the HI line emission
The hydrogen atom consists of a positively charged proton (p+) engulfed by a negatively
charged electron (e−) cloud which is held together by the Coulomb force. The hydrogen
atom can only occupy discrete energy levels, and the laws of quantum mechanics also
dictate that every elementary particle such as a p+ or an e− must carry an intrinsic spin
1https://www.craf.eu/iau-list-of-important-spectral-lines/
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FIGURE 2.1: The electromagnetic spectrum illustrating range of wavelength windows with
minimal to no atmospheric absorption. The radio window is limited by atmospheric at λ . 2 cm
and ionosphere at λ & 12 m. Credit: Burke and Graham-smith [2010].
or electrons occasionally supply the hydrogen atom with sufficient energy that might align
the spin of its proton and electron. With the aligned spins, the hydrogen atom is in a
slightly excited state. If left for ∼ 10 million years, the electron will spontaneously flip back
its spin to retain the lowest anti-aligned energy state. This spin-flip transition results in
emission of a photon with frequency of 1420 MHz, equivalent to a wavelength in the radio
domain of λ = 21 cm. The probability of the spin-flip transition occurring is very low
(reference), but the abundance of HI in the Universe means this transition occurs frequently.
Observations on the radio wavebands are conducted from the ground due to a wider
transmission window (see Fig. 2.1). When observing galaxies in HI, the literature shows
that HI disks extend much further than the optical/stellar counterpart. The consequences
of a much larger HI disc are its susceptibility to tidal pulls and ram pressure stripping.
However, HI observations also reveal galaxy intra-group/cluster interactions that are not
notable in other wavelengths. For example Fig. 2.2 shows the M81 group in both optical
(top panel) and HI (bottom panels). The optical image shows isolated galaxies with no sign
of interactions, whereas HI images reveal the whole group to be one large agglomeration of
gas revealing tidal interactions and HI bridges in the group.
HI line emission signals are very weak and require large telescopes with high sensitivity
to be detected. In the next section, I will go over the procedure employed to detected and
map HI line emission.
FIGURE 2.1: The electromagnetic spectrum illustrating range of wavelength windows with
minimal to no atmospheric absorption. The radio window is limited by atmosphere at λ . 2 cm
and ionosphere at λ & 12 m . Credit: Burke and Graham-Smith [2009].
angular momentum. The lowest energy state for a hydrogen atom occurs when the spin of
its electron is anti-aligned with the spin of its proton. However, collisions with other atoms
or electrons oc asionally sup ly the hydrogen atom with sufficient energy that might align
the spin of its proton and el ctron. With the aligned spins, the hydrogen atom is in a
slightly excited state. l ft for ∼ 10 million years, the electron will spo taneously flip
back its spin to retain the lowest ant -align d energy state owever, the abunda ce of HI
in the Universe means this transition occurs frequently. This spin-flip transition results in
emissio f a photon with frequency of 1420 MHz, equivalent to a wavelength in the radi
domai of λ = 21 cm.
Observations on the radio wavebands are conducted from the ground ue to a wider
transmission window (see Fig. 2.1). When observing al xies in HI, the literature shows
that HI disks extend much further than the optical/stellar counterpart. The consequences
of a much larger HI disc are its susceptibility to tidal pulls and ram pressure stripping.
However, HI observations also reveal galaxy intra-group/cluster interactions that are not
notable in other wavelengths. For example Fig. 2.2 shows the M81 group in both optical
(top panel) and HI (bottom panels). The optical image shows isolated galaxies with no sign
of interactions, whereas HI i ages reveal the hole group to be one large agglo eration
of gas revealing tidal interactions and HI bridges in the group.
HI line emission signals are very weak and require large telescopes with high sensitiv-
ity to be detected. In the next section, I will go over the procedure employed to detected
and map HI line emission.
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M81
NGC3077
M82
FIGURE 2.2: Optical and radio maps of the M81 group. The optical map (top panel) shows a viral
stable group with no tidal interactions. Whereas the HI maps (bottom two panels) show strong
tidal interaction amongst the members of the group, credit: Yun and Ho [1994]
FIGURE 2.2: Optical and radio maps of the M81 group. The optical map (top panel) shows a
viral stable group with no tidal interactions. Whereas the HI maps (bottom two panels) show
strong tidal interaction amongst the members of the group, credit: Yun et al. [1994].
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2.2 Radio interferometry
The instrument for observing HI line emission is the radio telescope with the L-band re-
ceiver. Its primary focus includes: (i) collecting large amounts of photons which can be
achieved by either increasing the telescope’s collecting area or integration time (or both),
(ii) magnifying observed images in order to: detect fine details on resolved sources, iden-
tify distant and unresolved sources. The magnification of images is known as resolution
and is mathematically defined as θR = 1.22 λD . Resolution in L-band is limited by the di-
ameter/surface area of the antenna (Storey [2002]). The resolution can be maximised by
increasing the diameter of the antenna. However, it is not possible to build infinitely large
single dish antennas. As a result, the biggest steerable single dish antenna is the 100 m
Green Bank Telescope2 (GBT) and has a resolution of θR = 8.81 arcminutes. There exist
two more bigger single-dish radio telescopes: the 305m diameter Arecibo radio telescope3
has a resolution of θR = 2.89 arcminutes; and the 500m Chinese Five-hundred-meter Aper-
ture Spherical radio Telescope4 (FAST), with a resolution of θR = 1.76 arcminutes. Unlike
the GBT, the latter two telescopes are fixed to the ground. For greater resolution, future
single-dish antennas will need much larger collecting and that does not seem feasible.
Hence a different technique of achieving higher resolution and greater sensitivity such as
interferometry are warranted.
Interferometry is the technique used to combine multiple single-dish antennas into a
one large radio telescope with much greater sensitivity and higher resolution than single
dish antenna. Unlike single dish antenna, the resolution of an interferometry is inversely
proportional to the longest baseline of the array instead of aperture diameter (θB = 1.22λB ).
This allows radio interferometry to reach resolutions that would be impossible with a sin-
gle dish antenna. There are some advantages that come with using interferometry such
as better pointing accuracy and susceptibility to instrument drifts in gain unlike the sin-
gle dish antenna (e.g. S Stierwalt and Bemis [2016]). Since the 70’s , astronomers have
built a number of world class radio interferometers such as the WSRT5, Australia Tele-
scope Compact Array6 (ATCA), Very Large Array7 (VLA) and Atacama Large Millimetre
Array8 (ALMA). These telescopes have and are still contributing greatly in the quest of
astronomers and cosmologists of uncovering the fundamentals of the universe (e.g. dark
energy, dark matter, galaxy formation and evolution).
However, interferometry with much more superior sensitivity and resolution is re-
quired if we are to answer most of the underlying questions in both astronomy and cos-
mology. As a result, an enormous international project of building the world’s biggest
radio telescope, the Square kilometre Array9 (SKA), is underway. Upon completion, SKA
2http://greenbankobservatory.org/
3http://outreach.naic.edu/ao/scientist-user-portal
4http://fast.bao.ac.cn/en/FAST.html
5https://www.astron.nl/radio-observatory/public/public-0
6https://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/
7www.vla.nrao.edu
8http://www.almaobservatory.org/en/home/
9www.skatelescope.org
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will have a square kilometre of collecting area; a maximum baseline of about 3 000 km
[Taylor, 2012]. Due to the scale of the SKA project, a number of precursors and pathfinders
are being constructed around the globe, which will be used as testbeds for both scientific
and engineering purposes. In the next section, I will discuss some of these precursors and
highlight large HI surveys planned for these pathfinders.
FIGURE 2.3: The Karoo Array Telescope (MeerKAT) with the Gregorian offset. Credit:
SKA-SA
2.3 The SKA precursors
In preparation for the SKA, precursor telescopes such as the South African Karoo Ar-
ray Telescope10 (MeerKAT, see Fig. 2.3), the Australian SKA Pathfinder11 (ASKAP), the
Murchison Widefield Array12 (MWA) and the Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array13
(HERA). In addition to the four precursors, there exist a number of international pathfinder
telescopes and instruments dedicated to SKA preparations (e.g. APERture Tile In Focus
(the APERTIF, Verheijen et al. [2008]), Arecibo observatory, Parkes telescope, etc14). The
precursors and pathfinders are and will conduct surveys related to the SKA future projects
in order to assist in developing and testing equipment and pipelines required for the SKA.
In this section I will highlight large HI surveys (LHIS) planned or currently under way on
two precursors and one pathfinder.
Planned large HI surveys
About 70% of MeerKAT observing time is dedicated to ten Large Survey Science Projects
(LSSPs)15 which have PIs from across the globe including South Africa. Three of these
LSSPs are large HI surveys: the Looking at the Distant Universe with the MeerKAT Array
(LADUMA) which will probe the HI line emission in the single light cone extending to
z = 1.4 [Baker et al., 2018], the MeerKAT HI Observations of Nearby Galactic Objects
10http://www.ska.ac.za/gallery/meerkat/
11http://reionization.org/
12http://www.mwatelescope.org/
13http://reionization.org/
14https://www.skatelescope.org/precursors-pathfinders-design-studies/
15http://public.ska.ac.za/meerkat/meerkat-large-survey-projects
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Observing Southern Emitters (MHONGOOSE) which is a deep survey of HI distribution
in a sample of 30 nearby disk and dwarf galaxies [de Blok et al., 2017], and the MeerKAT HI
Survey of the Fornax Cluster covering a mosaic area of 12 deg2, planned to study galaxy-
galaxy interaction and galaxy intra-cluster medium interaction [Serra et al., 2017].
Upon ASKAP completion, 75% of the observing time in the first 5 years will be ded-
icated to conducting 10 approved LSSPs16. Amongst these LSSPs, there are two LHIS: 1)
the Widefield ASKAP L-Band Legacy All-Sky Blind Survey (WALLABY), which is an ex-
tragalactic HI survey covering 75% of the sky (−90◦ < δ < +30◦) over a redshift range
of 2 000 to 77 000 km s−1 and is estimated to identify over 500 000 galaxies [Duffy et al.,
2012], 2) the Deep Investigations of Neutral Gas Origins17 (DINGO), which will study HI
evolution out to a redshift of z < 0.4 [Meyer, 2009].
It is apparent that HI surveys will play a major role in attempting to answer some of the
fundamental questions in the field of astronomy and physics. However, HI surveys were
not always considered as viable tools for studying and understanding the big questions in
astronomy. In the next chapter, I will give an overview of the rise of HI surveys in the field
of astronomy.
The rise of HI surveys
Before the 90’s, extragalactic blind HI surveys were not as common as the present era.
HI surveys were traditionally conducted as follow-ups to optical target samples. These
surveys were generally motivated by scientific goals other than understanding the char-
acteristics of an unbiased HI source population. HI surveys were used as tools to research
questions such as environmental impact on gas rich objects found in clusters, constraining
cosmological distance scale parameters Giovanelli and Haynes [2016]. Two surveys, the
Arecibo HI strip Survey (AHISS, Zwaan et al. [1997]) and the Arecibo Dual-Beam Survey
(ADBS, Rosenberg and Schneider [2000]) were the first to provide insight on the statisti-
cal significance of dwarf galaxies. The HI Parkes All Sky Survey (HIPASS, Meyer et al.
[2004]) was the first wide-field extragalactic HI survey. It covered ∼ 75% of the whole sky
(i.e. 30 000 deg2) and it detected about 5 000 galaxies. In 2005 the Arecibo L-band Feed
Array (ALFA) become available at the 305 m Arecibo telescope and it led to a number
of extragalactic HI surveys. The surveys included the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA survey
(ALFALFA, Giovanelli et al. [2005]) covering an area ∼ 6 920 deg2 with 31 000 source de-
tections and ALFA Zone of Avoidance Deep Survey (ALFA-ZOA, Henning et al. [2008]),
covering ∼ 300 deg2 and detecting 1 200 sources (see McIntyre et al. [2015]). Both the AL-
FALFA and the ALFA-ZOA surveys cover a significantly much smaller area compared to
HIPASS, but they are deeper in redshift.
16https://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/askap/ssps.html
17http://internal.physics.uwa.edu.au/ mmeyer/dingo/project.html
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The ALFA-ZOA survey was aimed at mapping out the connections between large scale
structures across the Galactic plane. Systematic blind HI surveys have been used exten-
sively in the ZoA since it is the only method that allows mapping of the large-scale struc-
tures (LSS) through the Milky Way as it’s not susceptible to dust obscuration or light pol-
lution. The Dwingeloo Obscured Galaxy Survey (DOGS) is one of the first early HI blind
surveys of the ZoA, it covers the northern ZoA (|b| < 5 deg) but had a low sensitivity and
was also shallow in redshift (0 < cz < 4 000 km s−1) Kraan-Korteweg et al. [1994]. The
Parkes multi-beam receiver has played a significant role revealing the extragalactic struc-
tures hidden by the southern Galactic plane. The early surveys conducted by this instru-
ment include the southern hemisphere Parkes HI ZoA Survey (HIZOA-S, Staveley-Smith
et al. [2016]) and its northern extension (HIZOA-N, Donley et al. [2005]). HIZOA-S covers
a Galactic longitude range of 212◦ < ` < 36◦, Galactic latitude |b| ≤ 5◦ and has identified
833 galaxies to a recessional velocity of 12 000 km s−1. Whereas HIZOA-N surveys has a
Galactic longitude range of 36◦ < ` < 52◦ & 196◦ < ` < 212◦, Galactic latitude |b| ≤ 5◦
and detected 77 galaxies of which 20 had been previously detected. These surveys includ-
ing the ALFA-ZOA have contributed in exposing the gas-rich extragalactic structures in
the ZoA but left a massive part of ZoA in the northern sky (80◦ < ` < 180◦ ) unmapped.
So far, these large area surveys have been performed by single-dish antennas.
However there are also large HI surveys that have been conducted using interferom-
etry, such as the Westerbork HI survey of irregular and spiral galaxies (WHISP, van der
Hulst et al. [2001]), blind survey of nearby spiral-rich Ursa Major Cluster (VLA, Verhei-
jen et al. [2000]), and the blind survey of Canes Venatici region using WSRT (CVn, Kovacˇ
et al. [2009]), the HI blind survey of Perseus-Pisces in the ZoA using the WSRT (HIPP-
ZoA, Ramatsoku et al. [2016]). HIPP-ZoA survey is a follow-up survey in the vicinity of
a hypothesised Perseus-Pisces ZoA crossing (see Focardi et al. [1984]). This study investi-
gated the structure associated with the 3C 129 galaxy cluster and the environmental effects
on HI properties of the identified galaxies. The resulting HI data cube is ideal for testing
and characterising data handling algorithms/pipelines such as the fully automated source
finding and parametrisation pipelines.
2.4 Detection and parametrisation of HI line emission
In radio astronomy, a source finder is a computer program that uses an algorithm to search
radio data cube for astronomical objects, then returns a source catalogue comprising of sky
coordinates and redshifts of the detections. In order to derive other source parameters (e.g.
integrated flux and HI mass), further parametrisation steps are necessary.
2.4.1 Source finding algorithms
I have chosen five source finding algorithms that are likely to be incorporated to various
source finding and parametrisation tools, for use in the large HI surveys: 1) GAMMA-
FINDER [Carilli and Rawlings, 2003], 2) the SMOOTH PLUS CLIP (S+C) finder [Serra et al.,
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2012a] 3) DUCHAMP [Whiting, 2012], 4) the Characterised Noise HI (CNHI) source finder
[Jurek, 2012], 5) the 2D-1D WAVELET RECONSTRUCTION source finder [Flöer and Winkel,
2012]. Here I provide a brief description for each of the above source finders. For a more
in-depth review of these source finders, I refer to the reference papers.
1. GAMMA-FINDER: is based on the Gamma-Test [Stefánsson et al., 1997] which es-
timates a Gamma-statistic (Γ) by measuring noise variations across the data cube.
Γ values reveal segments of data distinct from the global noise distribution. Such
segments corresponds to potential sources. A user can specify signal-to-noise ratio
and use it to qualify or reject segments as genuine detections. GAMMA-FINDER only
returns source spatial coordinates and redshift but does not parametrises sources.
2. S+C finder: makes use of a limited number of filters to optimise the signal-to-noise
ratio of all sources present in the data. S+C finder searches for line emission in
multiple spatial and spectral resolution by applying three-dimensional smoothing
kernels (specify by the user) to the original data cube. At each specific resolution,
voxels with an absolute flux value above a user-specified flux threshold are detected
and saved into sub-mask cubes. The union of all constructed sub-mask at different
resolution make up the cube mask. The cube mask contains all the sources detected
by S+C finder.
3. DUCHAMP: is a source finder intended for three-dimensional data, however, it can be
applied to two-dimensional or one-dimensional data. This finder identifies sources
using two steps: 1) applies a flux or signal-to-noise threshold then identifies all
sources above the threshold, 2) rejects spurious based on criteria specified by the user
and merges genuine emission detections into sources. DUCHAMP offers the follow-
ing functionalities which can improve pipeline performance: data pre-conditioning;
spectral & spatial smoothing of data cube before search; application of filters and
wavelet reconstruction of the entire data cube. The last step is parametrisation,
where DUCHAMP measures HI parameters associated with each source detection.
4. CNHI source finder: sees data cube as a collection of spectra. It employs the Kuiper’s
test (1960) to identify spectrum segments that are not consistent with the pure noise
spectrum. This is achieved by calculating the probability that the test segments and
the rest of the spectrum originate from the same class of voxels. if the probability is
low, then the segments are classified as spectra of genuine sources in the data cube.
Note, the probability cut/threshold is defined by the user. Once all the spectra have
been dealt with, the source segments are combined into sources using an extended
version of Lutz’s one-pass algorithm [Lutz, 1980]. This source finder assumes that
the spectra are dominated by noise, which is a valid assumption for spectral data
cubes. However, for Kuiper’s test to work effectively, the test segment must be at
least four channels wide. This may lead to misidentification of genuine sources with
low linewidths as false positives.
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5. 2D-1D WAVELET RECONSTRUCTION source finder: is an adaptation of multi-dimensional
wavelet denoising scheme [Starck et al., 2009]. The finder performs a two-dimensional
wavelet transform in all planes of the data cube, then performs a one-dimension
wavelet transform along every line of sight. A threshold is set by the user to de-
termine significant wavelet coefficients which construct a noise-free data cube. The
resulting data cube can be used as a mask for source detections in the original data
cube.
Popping et al. [2012] conducted a performance study by comparing the five aforemen-
tioned source finders. They applied each source finder to 2 three-dimensional spectral
cube models. The first cube contained point sources with narrow Gaussian profiles, while
the other had spatially extended galaxies with inclination and rotation curves. They found
that all the source finder performed relatively well, however, DUCHAMP gave the best re-
sults in terms of completeness when it comes to point sources, whereas S+C finder showed
best results for extended sources. Other findings showed that S+C finder best represent
the three-dimensional structures of the detected sources.
Partly based on these findings, the S+C finder is one of the leading source finder con-
sidered for SKA pathfinders’ large HI survey. However a source finders account for iden-
tifying sources, once identified, parametrisation steps are to follow. Hence the need for
advance automated parametrisation pipeline. A pipeline that offers both source finding,
and parametrisation algorithms would be ideal for the upcoming large HI surveys. Such
pipeline exists and is known as SOFIA. An overview of SOFIA is presented in the next
section.
2.4.2 Overview of SOFIA
SOFIA is a flexible pipeline for identifying and parametrising sources in a three-dimensional
spectral data cube. It comprises of one basic source finder (i.e. FLUX THRESHOLD FINDER),
two advance source finding algorithms (i.e. CNHI & SOFIA) and series of parametrisation
algorithms. Here I will present an overview of SOFIA as it one of the three source finding
methods used in this project.
A flow chart highlighting various modules available in SOFIA is presented in Fig. 2.4.
The flowchart is arranged in a clockwise manner, with DATA PRECONDITIONING being the
first step, while PIPELINE OUTPUT is the last. Once a data cube or sub-volume is loaded
into SOFIA, the modules allow the user to prepare the data for SOFIA smooth run, detect
spectral line emission, merging detected voxels into sources, reject spurious sources, apply
mask optimisation to individual detections, measure source parameters and derive source
outputs (i.e. moment maps & integrated spectra).
1. DATA PRECONDITIONING
• Input data cubes − comprises of spectral line emission convolved with instru-
mental noise and errors.
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FIGURE 2.4: The flow chat of SOFIA, highlighting all the steps to be taken for successful run
of SOFIA.
• Weight functions/cubes − allows a user apply weights to take into account
noise variations across the cube and flag regions with imaging artefacts.
• Flag bad voxels − flag regions with RFI contamination.
2. FILTER APPLICATION
• SOFIA offers two filters: i) convolution with a three-dimensional kernel (de-
fined by the user), ii) the 2D-1D wavelet de-noising algorithm by Flöer and
Winkel [2012]. These algorithms return a noise-free cube reconstructed from
wavelet coefficients above a user-specified threshold.
• An optional control parameter that normalises noise levels across the spectral
cube. There are two ways of normalising noise, i) local: measurements of the
noise occur in a running window specified by the user and on a specific grid,
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ii) global: measurements are conducted on an image plane perpendicular to the
axis on which noise is to be scaled.
3. SOURCE FINDING
SOFIA offers three unique source finders: THRESHOLD, CNHI and S+C finder. The
THRESHOLD finder prompt the user to set an n-sigma ( n ∈ R) flux detection thresh-
old and SOFIA will return all voxels above n-sigma. A combination of source finders
and filters can in theory form alternative source finders (e.g. combination of the 2D-
1D wavelet filter & THRESHOLD finder).
4. INPUT MASK
An optional file which contains a mask of pixels identified as part of a source (this
could be from a previous run of SOFIA or other software). This functionality allows
for a re-parametrising sources without repeating the source finding step.
5. MERGING DETECTED VOXELS
All SOFIA source finders return binary mask. The binary mask contains the basis
for establishing individual sources. This establishment is carried out using the C++
implementation of Lutz [1980] one-pass algorithm assembled by Jurek [2012]. This
algorithm mimics that of the well-established friend-of-friends algorithm. At this
stage, all the individual sources have derived basic parameters (i.e. normalised total
flux and peak flux).
6. RELIABILITY CALCULATION
Note that all the source finders require the user to specify a detection threshold. The
closer this threshold is to the cube’s noise level, the more noise peak will be iden-
tified and included in the final binary mask Serra et al. [2015]. SOFIA possess two
methods of calculating reliability. The first method is size filter, based on the factor
that all true detections are at least as large as the cube’s resolution. The downside
of this method is that it may flag out bright unresolved genuine sources that do not
meet the size threshold given by the user. The second method quantifies reliability of
each detection by comparing the distribution positive flux sources with negative flux
sources. This method is based on two assumptions, firstly, the noise within the data
cube is symmetric (i.e. the total flux distribution of detection with positive is sim-
ilar to that of detections with negative). Secondly, all positive (genuine) detections
have positive flux only and do not have negative flux counterparts. This method is
explained in great depth by Serra et al. [2012a].
7. MASK OPTIMISATION
SOFIA calculates HI parameters (e.g. total flux, linewidths, etc.) using detected
voxels in the final binary mask. However, literature cautions that masks can miss
relatively faint emission and outer edges of sources. This will consequently result
in underestimating both total flux and size of the source, see Westmeier et al. [2012].
To correct for this phenomenon, SOFIA offers two mask optimisation methods that
grow the masks of individual detections (independently of other detections). The
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first method fits an ellipse on a moment zero map. This ellipse is then used as an
initial mask for all spectral channels spanning the source, hence resulting in a cylin-
drical mask. The cylindrical mask is then grown until maximum total flux of the
source is achieved. This method is well suited for resolved and face-on detections.
The second method involves growing the initial mask on the two spatial axes of the
data cube. The size of the structural element is iteratively increased until total flux
of the source converges. This method preserves the 3D shape of the source and also
achieves more accurate flux measurements.
8. SOURCE PARAMETRISATION
After the mask optimisation step, SOFIA recalculates all the HI parameters such as
flux centroid; geometrical centroid; minimum and maximum voxel value; linewidths
derived using different conventional methods; source size and boundaries; results of
a busy function to integrated spectrum, see Westmeier et al. [2012] for details; results
ellipse fit to the moment zero map. These parameters are measured in both raw and
WCS coordinates.
9. PIPELINE OUTPUT
After a successful run, SOFIA returns a source catalogue with 58 source parameters.
However, it allows a user to calculate only the parameters of interest. It also returns
three data products: mask, moment zero map and a moment one map.
In this chapter, I have discussed how the neutral hydrogen line emission is detected,
mapped and parametrised. I also gave an overview of the source finding and parametrisa-
tion pipeline developed for working with large interferometric spectral cubes (i.e. SOFIA).
The HI data cube from the HIPP-ZoA is ideal for conducting a performance study of
SOFIA and contrast it with the traditional methods of source identification and parametri-
sation (i.e. Visual and Semi-automated methods).
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Chapter 3
Data acquisition
Here I present the observing set-up of the HIPP-ZoA survey. The data cube used in this
project resulted from this large interferometric survey.
3.1 HIPP-ZoA survey parameters
The HIPP-ZoA survey was carried in between August to November 2012 with the WSRT
in the Netherlands. The WSRT consists of 14 antennas with a diameter of 25 meters per
antenna. The survey was carried out in a hexagonal mosaic configuration of 35 pointings,
with a separation of 0.5 deg. Each pointing had an integration time of 12 hours (2 ×
6 hrs). The survey covers a field of view of 9.6 sq.deg, spans a redshift range of 2 400−
16 600 km s−1, has a channel width of 8.24 km s−1 , a root mean square (rms) noise level
of σrms = 0.4 mJy beam
−1 and an angular resolution of 23× 16 arcseconds. The surveyed
area contains the rich X-ray galaxy cluster 3C 129 (see Krawczynski [2002]). The survey is
wide enough for mapping possible interactions between the galaxy cluster 3C 129 and the
Perseus-Pisces filament.
In Table 3.1, I present a summary of these parameters. Individual pointing parameters
can be found in Table 1 of Ramatsoku et al. [2016].
TABLE 3.1: The observing parameters of the HIPP-ZoA survey are reproduced.
Parameter Value Units
Sky coverage 9.20 Sq.deg
Redshift (cz) range 2 400− 16 600 km s−1
Survey centroid (` = 160.52, b = 0.28) deg
Beam size (θRres) 23× 16 arcsec2
Channel width 8.24 km s−1
Root Mean Square Noise (σrms) 0.40 Jy beam−1
Integration time 2× 6 hrs. pointing−1
Note, data reduction procedure (i.e. RFI flagging; phase & amplitude calibration; data
cube construction; continuum subtraction; image/cube cleaning and Mosaicking) is pre-
sented in Sect. 2.1 of Ramatsoku et al. [2016] and since there are no adjustments made, its
inclusion to this thesis is not necessary. Upon completion of the data reduction steps, a
HIPP-ZoA data cube was assembled. HIPP-ZoA data cube is made up of nine subcubes
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FIGURE 3.1: In grey is the projected sky distribution of the observed mosaic (from Ramatsoku
et al. [2016]). The while solid lines mark subcubes of HIPP-ZoA data cube.
contiguous subcubes. This will be useful when doing source finding and attempting to
correct for source truncation due to subcube boarders.
FIGURE 3.1: In grey is the projected sky distributi n of the bserved mosaic (from
Ramatsoku et al. [2016]). The while solid lines mark subcubes of HIPP-ZoA data cube.
(see Fig. 3.1). Each subcube spans the entire redshift range of the survey (i.e. 1717 chan-
nels) but has spatial dimensions of ∼ 750× 750 sq.pixels. Contiguous subcubes have spa-
tial overlap of ∼ 0.06 deg (33 pixels). Sources on the overlap regions will be contained on
both contiguous subcubes. This will be useful when doing source finding and attempting
to correct for source truncation due to subcube boarders.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
Chapter 3 presented the observational procedure employed on the HIPP-ZoA survey to
produce the HIPP-ZoA data cube. In this chapter, I describe how this data cube was
inspected for galaxy candidates using three unique methods: Visual inspection, semi-
automated and fully automated method. I detail how each inspection/ source finding
method was carried out and the procedure followed in extracting HI source parameters
such as flux centroid, linewidths, integrated flux, total HI and etc.
4.1 Visual-inspection
Here I describe the manner in which a visually inspected source catalogue was derived. It
is a process of three different steps. Firstly, I used a visualisation tool to identify and record
each and every galaxy candidate’s flux weighted centroids. I then extracted a subcube for
each galaxy candidate and derive other HI parameters. Lastly, I produced moment maps
associated with each candidate and measured flux weighted centroid.
4.1.1 Source identification
The data visualisation is carried out using KVIS, a three-dimensional visualisation tool
from KARMA Gooch [2006]. KVIS allows the user to view the data cube in three differ-
ent planes while stepping through a third axis. This is ideal for this work because galaxy
morphology is strongly dependent on the observing plane. For example, if an unresolved
galaxy is viewed on the spatial plane (i.e. XY-plane), it appears as a point source, whereas
on a spectral-spatial plane (i.e. XZ/YZ-plane) it will be slightly elongated. Bright galaxies
with significantly small linewidths can appear as noise peaks when viewed on a spectral-
spatial plane (i.e. XY-plane). Figure 4.1 shows channel maps of two galaxies viewed in
three different planes. The ellipses/circles enclose HI emission of individual galaxy can-
didates. The top panels show two galaxies (i.e. galaxy A and galaxy B) as seen in XY-plane
at two frequencies: ν1 = 1 396.967 MHz and ν2 = 1 396.225 MHz. The middle panels show
the two galaxies in the XZ-plane at their respective declinations: δ1 = 44
◦ 35′ 36.29′′ and
δ2 = 44
◦ 36′ 30.39′′. The bottom panels present the two galaxies as seen in the YZ-plane at
right ascension values: α1 = 04
h 41m 51.88s and α2 = 04
h 51m 3.29s. Unresolved galaxies
appear as dots on the XY−plane and similar to noise peak, however, they appear slightly
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elongated on the YZ-plane and XZ-plane), whereas noise peaks still appear as dots. It is
that reason I decided to view the data cube in all planes.
In order to be sensitive to all types of galaxies in the HIPP-ZoA data cube (i.e. from
dwarf irregulars to massive spirals), I have opted to search for galaxies in all three observ-
ing planes. The following schematic was followed when identifying the galaxy candidates:
1. Load the data cube into KVIS
2. Choose the observing plane (e.g. XY-plane)
3. Find a relatively faint galaxy from the cube, then fine-tune KVIS settings to facilitate
the identification of fainter sources.
4. Run KVIS over 100 channels/pixels at a time then move to the next 100 channels/pixels.
Ensure a 20 channel/pixel overlap between the runs so not to miss smaller galaxies.
5. Loop KVIS over the first bin (B0) and identify galaxy detections.
6. Record each detection’s central coordinates (i.e. RA, Dec & Velocity).
7. After satisfactory search of B0 move to its neighbouring bin (Bn+1) and repeat step 5
and 6.
8. Apply step 7 for all n, where n is the total number of bins.
This resulted in three independent galaxy candidate lists (i.e. XY, ZY and XZ), with each
list corresponding to one viewing plane. The three lists were then reconciled and merged
into one list. There are no prior source identification criteria that I followed but sources
were accepted as candidates if they were visible in more than one plane and were slightly
extended in velocity. Uncertain detections were revisited and viewed in all observing
planes. Moment maps and global profiles were constructed for all the galaxy candidates.
In Sect. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, I elaborate on how these steps were carried out.
4.1.2 Data products of identified galaxies
Here the procedure for deriving data products such as moment maps, position-velocity
slices and global profiles is presented. A well thought systematic process is essential when
producing these maps as they have direct implications for the precision of measure HI
parameters. This is because the derived HI parameters such as Sint and HI are based on
these maps.
HI galaxy sub-volumes
The first task after completion of the detections’ or galaxy candidates’ list, was to extract
sub- volumes enclosing each detection where possible. Using sub-volumes instead of the
entire cube minimises a number of challenges such as source confusion and contamina-
tion of local background noise due to emission from neighbouring sources. However,
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FIGURE 4.1: Two galaxies (A and B) as seen in three viewing planes. The top panels: channel
maps as seen in the XY-plane. Middle panels: position-velocity slices viewed from the XZ-plane.
Bottom panels: position-velocity slices viewed from the ZY-plane
this is a delicate step and it has to be handled with care because an error in the coordinate
transformation from the parent cube to the sub-volume could lead to inaccurate spatial co-
ordinates and redshift. Keeping that in mind, I wrote a script that extracted sub-volumes
cantered on each detection with spatial dimensions of 100× 100 sq.pixel and 200 channels
spectrally. These dimensions ensure that the entire HI emission of the source detection is
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accounted for. Post visual inspection were performed to ensure the success of the coordi-
nate transformation.
The HI global profiles
The HI global profiles were created from the raw sub-volumes by using the MBSPECT mod-
ule from the MIRIAD package by Sault and Killeen [1996]. MBSPECT module has a range
of polynomials from first-order to higher for baseline fitting, which a user can optimise
depending on the noise level in the sub-volume. To get the best fitting baseline, the sub-
volumes were set to span at least 500km s−1 from each end of the double or Gaussian
shaped profile. The profile and any nearby sources which appear along the spectral axis
are masked out so not to bias the noise baseline fit. In addition, a Hanning-smoothing of
the order 3 is applied.
FIGURE 4.2: HI global profiles of one galaxy derived from sub-cubes of different sizes. The
parallel lines mark the profile. The horizontal solid line marks the noise baseline.
Shown in Fig. 4.2 is the graphical presentation of steps taken to arrive at final accept-
able HI global profile. Sub-figure 4.2a fits a perfect noise baseline of order 4 but is using
an insufficient extent of the sub-volume, hence the profile fails to account for all the HI
line emission and only one horn is revealed. Sub-figure 4.2b is based on a sub-volume
that captures all the galaxy emission. Sub-figure 4.2c fits a first-order polynomial baseline
which is a good approximation but will result to slight under-estimation of HI parameters.
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Sub-figure 4.2d shows an over-fitting scenario, where a large extent of the sub-volume is
applied, and baseline fit does not best represent the data. The latter scenario has major
implications as it shows the profile to be buried in the noise. So the best MBSPECT param-
eter combination for this galaxy are those presented in sub-fig 4.2b. This is the procedure
that was used to derive all the profiles presented in this thesis. It must be noted that for
every source detection, different order of polynomials were tried in order to achieve possi-
ble global profile for each detection. Also the size of the sub-volume enclosing the source
detections is dependent on the HI extent of each detection.
The HI moment maps
The moment zero map (M0) of a galaxy is given by the product of the channel width (dv)
and a sum of all the spectral line emission along the spectral axis,
M0 = dv
N
∑
i=0
S(vi) (4.1)
where: dv is the channel width in km s−1; i marks the ith voxel (i ∈ [1, 2, 3, ..., N]); N is
the total number of spectral channel and S(vi) is the flux density in Janskys.
This is equivalent to collapsing the spectral sub-volume along the spectral axis resulting
into a two-dimensional image of the target galaxy. It must be noted that masks are applied
to all the sub-volumes before deriving the M0 maps. These masks were created using spe-
cialised python scripts and are dependent on HI extent. An example of a moment map of
one of the massive galaxies from the HIPP-ZoA data cube is presented in Fig. 4.3. Major-
ity of the identified galaxies in this thesis are unresolved, hence their respective moment
maps are not as detailed as this one.
4.1.3 HI parametrisation
I have presented the criteria and procedure for galaxy identification and production of
corresponding maps. The next crucial step is the HI parametrisation. Where the global
profiles are utilised to derive HI parameters such as the linewidths at 20% and 50% of the
peak flux (W20 and W50, respectively), the peak flux (Speak), the heliocentric velocity (Vhel)
and the integrated flux (Sint).
Derived HI parameters
Figure 4.4 presents a sketch of a global profile (solid black curve). The baseline is marked
by the line. Marked on the profile is the peak flux (Speak) and the velocities (Vr,20, Va,20, Vr,50, Va,50)
corresponding to the 20% and 50% of the peak flux. It should be noted that all the HI pa-
rameter measurements are performed from the baseline subtracted profile.
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FIGURE 4.3: A moment zero map of one of the massive galaxies (J045811.74+ 460226.5) from
the HIPP-ZoA data cube. The grey diffused grey emission marks integrated flux. The contours
show flux gradient and, on the bottom left corner is the primary beam.
The heliocentric velocity is determined according to:
Vhel =
(
Vr,50 +Va,50
2
)
(4.2)
The linewidths of the profile are given by:
W20 = Vr,20 +Va,20 (4.3)
W50 = Vr,50 +Va,50 (4.4)
The total integrated flux (Sint) in Jy m s−1 is derived by integrating the profile according to:
Sint =
∫
Svdv , (4.5)
where Sv is the measure of flux density [Jy] at each channel and dv is the channel width in
units of km s−1.
These are the parameters measured directly from the global profiles. However an ad-
ditional three important parameters namely the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the cosmo-
logical distances to the galaxies and HI masses can be derived from the combination of
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FIGURE 4.4: The sketch of an HI global profile illustrating measure HI profiles.
measured parameters.
Following Saintonge [2007] and Cortese et al. [2008], the signal-to-noise ratio is derived
by:
SNR =
(
Sint
√
w
σrms ×W50
)
, (4.6)
where w is given by W50/(2dv) for W50 less than 400 km s−1, or (400 km s−1)/(2dv) for
W50 of 400 km s−1 or greater. It must be noted that Sint is measured in [Jy km s−1] and the
spectral cubes’ σrms is in [Jy] in this equation.
The cosmological distances, D in Mpc, are given by the Hubble equation:
D =
Vhel
H0
, (4.7)
where H0 is the Hubble constant with the units of km s−1 Mpc−1.
It should be noted that no corrections were applied for bulk flows and other extragalactic
or cosmological phenomenon that can bias these the cosmological distances.
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The final parameter is the total HI mass (MHI) in units of solar masses (M) and is calcu-
lated according to:
MHI =
(
2.36× 105)D2Sint , (4.8)
where D is measured in Mpc, Sint is in Jy km s−1.
FIGURE 4.5: IMSAD Gaussian fit to a masked moment zero map. Panel A is a zoomed-out
version of panel B, showing the HI line emission of the galaxy, the red dot indicates the derived
flux centroid of the galaxy. Panel C shows source parameters measured IMSAD module.
Precision on galaxy coordinates
The recorded galaxy coordinates were identified from KVIS, visually. They give a good
first approximation to the true flux centroid of the galaxy. However, if we desire precise
measurements, more robust methods must be applied. This is because flux centroid of the
detection might vary with respect to the channel viewed. Hence calculating flux centroid
from the moment zero map is preferred in this thesis. This can be achieved by making use
of the IMSAD module from MIRIAD package. IMSAD allows a user to derive the galaxy flux
centroid by first fitting a Gaussian to the histogram of the moment zero map with an aim
of determining the actual noise. Then identifies galaxies and fits Gaussians to each galaxy
in order to calculate the centroids. Figure 4.5 shows an example of IMSAD when applied to
galaxy candidate named J045811.74 + 460226.5. In addition, IMSAD can also calculate the
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integrated flux by summing up all the flux of the galaxy. This is a slightly different way
of calculating Sint than the one preferred in this thesis but both methods give consistent
results.
4.1.4 Uncertainty measurements
The precision1 and accuracy2 of the derived HI parameters is of great importance for fur-
ther analysis of the HIPP-ZoA data cube. However, these parameters inherited margins
of error or uncertainties. There are three general types of errors that can occur when con-
ducting an experiment: random errors; systematic errors and gross errors. Gross errors
are due to human errors or equipment failure and are easily spotted outliers on the data
and should be flagged out. Random errors are due to uncontrollable fluctuations in var-
ious variables or parameters that affect experimental end results. Whereas systematic er-
rors are uncertainties inherited from instrument imperfections and methodological biases,
which lead to lopsided results. Systematic errors can be corrected for in theory but require
a full understanding of the entire system, hence in this project I won’t calculate this type of
uncertainty. On the other hand, random errors can be modelled using statistical methods
and that is what I have done in this project.
Out of the total of nine derived HI parameters, five have random errors associated
with them which will be determined. The errors associated with peak flux (u(Speak)) are
calculated using an equation by Barnes et al. [2001]:
u(Speak) =
√
(σrms)2 +
(
Speak
20
)2
(4.9)
I then used equations from Koribalski et al. [2004] to calculated errors associated with
integrated flux, u(Sint), and heliocentric velocity, u(Vhel):
u(Sint) =
(
4
SNR
)√(
Speak × Sint
)
dv (4.10)
u(Vhel) =
(
3
SNR
)√(
W20 +W50
2
)
dv , (4.11)
where dv is the channel width in km s−1 and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.
For errors associated with W20 & W50, I used formulae by Schneider et al. [1986] , which
associate the errors of these parameter with that of heliocentric velocity:
u(W20) = 4u(V20); u(W50) = 3u(V50) (4.12)
1 Precision is the measure of consistency in a measurement when repeated.
2 Accuracy is the measure of proximity to the “true” value.
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Although these are not the only methods used in the literature to determine errors, the
aforementioned formulae have been widely used by a large number of HI surveys (e.g.
HIZOA: Staveley-Smith et al. [2016], ALFA-ZOA: McIntyre et al. [2015], ALFALFA: Gio-
vanelli et al. [2005]), I hence adopt them for consistency. Secondly, the resulting measured
uncertainties are consistent with those from the semi-automated catalogue.
4.2 Semi-automated source finding
The semi-automated source identification method is a blend between the visual and a
fully automated method. This can be done by applying visual search on certain parts
of the cube while automated source finding method is applied on other parts or apply
automated search to the whole data cube then visually inspect the resulting data products
(e.g. source masks, moment maps and global profiles) for detection confirmation. For this
work, I used the outcome of a semi-automated method applied by Ramatsoku et al. [2016].
The semi-automated galaxy search was divided into two parts. The first part employed
a customised script which uses various steps of the Groningen Image Processing SYstem
(GIPSY: J. M. Van der Hulst and Roelfsema [1992]) to identify galaxy candidates. In part
two, they had two individuals independently visualising all galaxy candidates from part
one.
Before applying the customised script to the HIPP-ZoA data cube, they studied the noise
characteristics across the 35 pointings and found variations (spatially). The variations
were removed by dividing the data by the square of the weighted noise in each pointing
(σ2). They then applied a series of spatial and spectral smoothing to the HIPP-ZoA data
cube before identifying galaxy candidates:
• Spatially smoothed the raw data cube (RD) of resolution 23′′ × 16′′ down to a beam
size of 30′′ × 30′′ (bs30).
• Spectral smoothed RD and bs30 to four spectral resolutions:
1. Hanning smoothing (R2; 16.5 km s−1)
2. Apply Gaussian kernel to 4 channels (R4; 33.0 km s−1)
3. Apply Gaussian kernel to 6 channels (R6; 49.5 km s−1)
4. Gaussian kernel applied to 8 channels (R8; 66.0 km s−1)
Figure4.6 shows a schematic with the eight data cubes. They applied the customised script
on all eight cubes and identified 683 galaxy candidates. The detection was classified as a
candidate if it had a flux density of at least: (i) 8σ in a single spectral resolution, (ii) 5σ
in two adjacent spectral resolution, (iii) 4σ in three adjacent spectral resolution and (iv)
3σ in four adjacent spectral resolution. It must be noted that up to this point the source
finding has been purely automated. After a systematic post visual inspection of all galaxy
candidates, 235 out of 683 were identified as imaging artefacts or RFIs and were rejected.
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FIGURE 4.6: A sketch showing the eight-smoothed data cube of which the SA source finding
method was applied to.
Further analysis led to the rejection of another 237 candidates as they had features con-
sistent with noise peaks. This resulted in a semi-automated catalogue with 211 galaxies.
A table that contains all the parameters associated with the 211 galaxies is presented by
Ramatsoku et al. [2016]. In this thesis, we use their semi-automated catalogue to compare
and contrast with that of visual and fully automated source finding method presented in
the next section.
4.3 Fully-automated source finding
In Sect. 2.4.2 I have detailed steps and functions of the fully automated source finding
application, SOFIA. This software was programmed to be applicable to HI datasets of
different noise characteristics (e.g. datasets with uniform noise or with significant noise
variations). The actual fine-tuning of SOFIA is heavily dependent on the noise properties
of the dataset being inspected. SOFIA has had a handful of version since its release3. In
this thesis I used SOFIA 1.2.0, which was the latest stable version (before submission of
this thesis).
I fine-tuned SOFIA parameters based on the noise properties of the HIPP-ZoA HI data
cube. After a number of practice runs of SOFIA to the data cube, I noticed the returned
number of galaxies is extremely sensitive to just the slightest adjustments of the pipeline
parameters. The optimal tuning of the pipeline is, therefore, a great challenge because
it can either result in a large fraction of genuine galaxies being missed or return a large
number of false positive.
To minimise such biases, I first identified (through visual inspection) a faint galaxy in
the HIPP-ZoA data cube then extracted a subcube containing the galaxy. I then fine-tuned
the SOFIA parameter file in such a way that it will identify the faint galaxy. I then extracted
a subcube containing a massive spiral and tuned another SOFIA parameter file such that
it identifies the massive spiral. The two tuned parameter files were then reconciled into
3https://github.com/SoFiA-Admin/SoFiA
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one SOFIA parameter file. The reconciled parameter file should (in principle) be able to
identify from faint to large massive galaxies.
A total of 64 out of 96 parameters (from the parameter file) were used. Out of the 64 pa-
rameters, nine parameters (i.e. SCfinder.threshold, merge.radiusX, merge.radiusY, merge.radiusZ,
merge.minSizeX, merge.minSizeY, merge.minSizeZ, reliability.threshold & reliability.fmin) were
fine-tuned several times to produce a more complete and reliable source catalogue. The
listing below gives some of the most important parameter settings used to in arriving at
this source catalogue (see: Table 5.3 ). The full parameter file is added under supplemen-
tary material (see: Appendix D ).
The following steps were taken when applying SOFIA to the HIPP-ZoA data cube (re-
member the data cube is made up of nine subcube, see Fig. 3.1):
1. DATA PRECONDITIONING: Use external program (e.g. python) to convert cdelt3 key-
word value from km s−1 to m s−1.
2. Load data and sub-divide it into 9 subcubes with spatial dimensions of 750 : 750;
adjacent subcubes have spatial and spectral overlap of 50 pixels and 50 channels,
respectively.
3. FLAG BAD VOXELS: identified all regions with bad voxels and after a successful
source finding run, all galaxy candidates that reside in these regions are flagged.
4. Apply a global noise normalisation filter.
5. SOURCE FINDING ALGORITHM: for this project I used the S+C algorithm with the
following control parameters:
• SCfinder.threshold = 3.0
This is the flux detection threshold w.r.t HIPP-ZoA HI data cube.
• SCfind.kernels= [[0, 0, 0,′ b′], [0, 0, 3,′ b′], [0, 0, 7,′ b′], [0, 0, 15, b], [3, 3, 0,′ b′], [3, 3, 3,′ b′],
[3, 3, 7,′ b′], [3, 3, 15,′ b′], [6, 6, 0,′ b′], [6, 6, 3,′ b′], [6, 6, 7,′ b′], [6, 6, 15,′ b′]]
These are 12 smoothing kernels used for the S+C source finder. The first two entries on
each kernel represents number of pixels smoothed along the x-axis and y-axis, third en-
try is the number of channels smoothed and the fourth entry represents the smoothing
kernels, where ’b’ is the box-kernel and ’G’ is the Gaussian-kernel.
• SCfind.rmsMode = negative
The root mean square noise (σrms) is derived by fitting a Gaussian to the negative flux
of the data cube’s histogram.
6. MERGING MODULE: This is one of the crucial steps of the pipeline as it defines the
acceptable size of the genuine line emission source. It also informs the pipeline on
how to cluster/group voxels into individual galaxy candidates and lastly, it flags
out all the sources that do not meet the minimum requirements (in size) of a genuine
source.
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• merge.radiusX = 3, merge.radiusY = 3 and merge.radiusZ = 2
this defines the maximum distance (in pixels) in-between two neighbouring voxels that
are part of one galaxy candidate.
• merge.minSizeX = 5,merge.minSizeY = 5 and merge.minSizeZ = 5
this is the minimum size (in pixels) of the genuine source in each axis after merging.
7. PARAMETRISATION MODULE:
• parameter.optimiseMask = true
chosen to use the mask optimisation algorithm base on fitting and growing ellipses for
accurate flux measurements
• parameter.dilateMask = False
I decided against using the mask optimisation algorithm base on spatially dilating the
initial mask
8. RELIABILITY MODULE:
• reliability.threshold = 0.95
discard all detections with reliability below this value.
• reliability.fmin = 10.0
is the minimum flux for a detection to be considered genuine
• reliability.makePlot = true
instructs the pipeline to produce reliability plots for visual purposes by the user. These
plots are presented as supplementary material.
9. PIPELINE OUTPUT DATA PRODUCTS: For all the detected galaxy candidates, the pipeline
produces a zeroth moment and a global profile.
• steps.doWriteMask = true
Produces a mask of the entire searched cube/subcube.
• steps.doWriteCat true
Writes a catalogue that contains HI parameters of all identified galaxy candidates (see
Table B.1).
• steps.doMom0 = true
Produces a zeroth moment map for the entire data cube/subcube
• steps.doMom1 = true
Produces a first moment map for the entire data cube/subcube
• steps.doCubelets = true
If set to true, it produces the: mask, zeroth moment and first moment map for each
galaxy candidate
After a successful run of SOFIA on all the nine subcubes making up the HIPP-ZoA HI data
cube, a total of nine corresponding sub-catalogues were produced. All the sub-catalogues
are then merged into one source catalogue which also consists of duplicate sources due
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to the spatial overlap on the adjacent subcubes. If the derived HI were the same between
the duplicates, one was flagged but if not, I inspected the duplicates maps and profiles
then flagged the one that does not account for all the emission of the galaxy. The resulting
catalogue is presented in the Table B.1.
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Results
In this chapter are the HI parameters for the two source catalogues derived in this thesis.
The first catalogue (Visual) comprises of HI parameters for the 194 galaxy detections by
the visual identification method. The second catalogue (SOFIA) named after the source
finding method comprises of 131 galaxy detections.
5.1 The Visual catalogue
The Visual catalogue presented in Table A.1 consists of thirteen columns. The column en-
tries of the 194 galaxies are as follows:
Column (1): A source designated identification number based in order of ascending right
ascension.
Column (2): The galaxy identification name, derived from the coordinate system and sky
coordinates. J marks J2000, and the next six digits are the ascension in hh:mm:ss, this is
followed by the declination in dd:mm:ss.
Column (3): Indicates the subcube (SC) the galaxy was detected in.
Column (4) & Column (5): Galactic longitude and Galactic latitude in degrees.
Column (6): The heliocentric velocity (Vhel) of the galaxy in km s−1.
Column (7) & Column (8): HI profile linewidths in km s−1 measured at the 20% and level
of the HI profile peak flux, respectively.
Column (9): The HI peak flux density Speak in mJy. Column (10): The integrated HI flux
(Sint) in Jy km s−1.
Column (11): The cosmological distance (D) to the detected galaxy in Mpc and H0 = 70 km s−1/Mpc.
Column (12): The logarithm of the total HI mass in M.
Column (13): Flag indicating presence of a cross-match/counterpart galaxy from the semi-
automated catalogue (SAC). “Y” means there exist a counterpart and “-” means no coun-
terpart found.
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5.1.1 Discussion of the Visual HI parameters
I have presented the dataset and the derivation of HI parameters for identified galax-
ies. Here I show the distributions of the derived parameters from visual catalogues.
Figure 5.1 presents six histograms of the HI parameters. Panel A shows the peak flux
(Speak) histogram ranging from log(Speak/Jy) = 0.04 to 0.98. The distribution has an
average of log(Speak/Jy) = 0.44 and a spread of log(Speak/Jy) = 0.18. A large frac-
tion of 83.0% (161/194) of detections have peak flux greater than log(Speak/Jy) = 0.20
(Speak = 1.58 mJy beam−1).
Panel B is the distribution of integrated flux. It covers a range of Sint = 0.03 to 10.02 Jy km s−1
and peaks at 0.66 Jy km s−1. A large fraction of fluxes (76.29%, 148/194) are confined
within a smaller range of log(Sint/Jy km s−1) = −0.90 to 0.00 (0.13 < Sint < 1.00 Jy km s−1).
Panel C presents the W20 histogram. The distribution spans a range of 37 to 397 km s−1
and peaks at 164 km s−1. The lopsided distribution is typical of the linewidth distribution
found in literature (e.g. ALFALFA, Giovanelli et al. [2005]).
Panel D shows the W50 linewidth distribution, spanning a range of 21 to 378 km s−1.
The distribution has a mean linewidth of W50 = 126 km s−1, which is less than that of σ.40
catalogue (Haynes et al. [2011]). However, this difference is not statistically significant due
to the large scatter in the two distributions. A large fraction of 92.3% (179/194) detections
have W50 measurements less than 250 km s−1.
Panel E presents the histogram of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The distribution spans
a range of SNR = 0.27 to 65.47 and has a mean of 5.92. The lopsided distributions show
large number of detections have low signal-to-noise ratio.
Panel F presents the total HI mass distribution spanning range of log (MHI/M) =
7.8 to 10.2. This is less in comparison to the most massive HI galaxies in the literature,
which can reach HI masses of 10.8 (e.g. Cluver et al. [2010]). The distribution has an
average HI mass of log (MHI/M) = 9.1, which is less than log (MHI/M) = 9.5 of
ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. [2005]). About ∼ 10% of detections have HI masses below
log (MHI/M) = 8.5.
A summary of the HI parameters distributions is contained in Table. 5.2. The first col-
umn contains HI parameters, column 2 is the spanned range, column 3 present the mean
of the distribution the last column has the standard deviation.
TABLE 5.2: A summary of the distribution of measured HI parameters from Visual.
Panel HI parameters Range Mean std (σ)
A Speak [Jy beam−1] 1.11− 9.6 2.76 1.52
B Sint [Jy km s−1] 0.03− 10.02 0.67 1.00
C W20 [km s−1] 37− 397 164 75
D W50 [km s−1] 21− 378 126 75
E SNR 0.27− 65.47 5.92 7.37
F log (MHI/M) 7.81− 10.24 9.08 0.46
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FIGURE 5.1: The distribution of measured HI parameters of visual detections. A: the
logarithmic of the peak flux (Speak). B: the logarithmic of Sint. C: the linewidth at 20% of peak
flux W20. D: the linewidth at 50% of peak flux W50. E: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). F: the
logarithm of total HI mass).
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5.2 SOFIA catalogue
The SOFIA catalogue (Table 5.2 & B.1 ) has the same structure as the visual catalogue ex-
cept for the last column. The columns are as follows:
Columns (1) - (13): are the same as the corresponding columns in visual catalogue.
Column (14): Y: Indicates that the galaxy has a crossmatch in the Visual catalogue, whereas
- means there is no crossmatch.
5.2.1 Distributions of the SOFIA HI parameters
In the previous section, I presented histograms of HI parameters from the visual catalogue.
These histograms are also produced for the SOFIA detections to allow a comparison of the
distributions and understand the differences between two, for instance, what kind (e.g. in
linewidth parameter space) of galaxies are missed by one method compared to the other.
The histograms are presented in Figure 5.2. The top left panel, G is the Speak his-
togram, H present the Sint histogram, I is the W20 while J contains the W50 histogram,
K present the SNR distribution and L shows the logarithmic total HI mass distribution.
These distributions are also presented (numerically) in table below.
TABLE 5.4: A summary of the distribution of measured HI parameters from SOFIA.
Panel HI parameters Range Mean std (σ)
G Speak [Jy beam−1] 0.80− 18.70 3.82 2.45
H Sint [Jy km s−1] 5.67× 10−3 − 9.77 0.75 1.07
I W20 [km s−1] 29− 656 175 103
J W50 [km s−1] 11− 375 123 74
K SNR 0.14− 66.97 6.80 8.31
L log (MHI/M) 7.71− 10.08 9.09 0.46
The SOFIA Sint histogram shows that SOFIA identified more faint galaxy candidates
than Visual. However most of these detections could be false positive and are discussed in
the next chapter. The W20 histogram has a range of 29− 656 km s−1 which is wider com-
pared to the Visual range of 37− 397 km s−1. It must be noted that only 5.67% detections
have W20 greater than 400 km s−1 . The W50 distribution spans a range of 11− 375 km s−1,
while the Visual range is 21 − 378 km s−1. A small fraction of 4.25% SOFIA detections
measured have the W50 less 21 km s−1 and they all do not have cross-matches in other
catalogues. The histogram of the SNR spans a range of 0.07− 75.87 km s−1, whereas the
Visual range is 0.27− 65.47 km s−1. It must be noted that all the SOFIA detections with
signal-to-noise greater than SNR = 10.0 have Visual crossmatches. The SOFIA detec-
tions span an overall mass range of log (MHI/M) = 7.71 to 10.08 and an average of
log (MHI/M) = 9.09.
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FIGURE 5.2: The distribution of measured HI parameters based on SOFIA. G: the logarithmic
of the peak flux (Speak). H: the logarithmic of Sint. I: the linewidth at 20% of peak flux W20. J:
the linewidth at 50% of peak flux W50. K: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). L: the logarithm of
total HI mass).
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5.3 Sensitivity curves
The sensitivity curve is a distribution of the HI mass as a function of the heliocentric veloc-
ity of all detected galaxies. It shows where detected galaxies of certain linewidths and HI
masses lie with respect to the detection threshold. All sensitivity curves presented in this
work, assume two 3σ detection thresholds, namely L3σ,100 and L3σ,200. The first detection
threshold assumes a linewidth of W50 = 100 km s−1, while the latter assumes a linewidth
of W50 = 200 km s−1. The galaxy detections are grouped into the five linewidths brackets
(i.e. Ψi) base on their respective 50% linewidth measurements.
Ψi =

Ψ1
Ψ2
Ψ3
Ψ4
Ψ5
 =

Ψ1 ≤ 50 km s−1
50 < Ψ2 ≤ 100 km s−1
100 < Ψ3 ≤ 200 km s−1
200 < Ψ4 ≤ 300 km s−1
Ψ1 > 300 km s−1

5.3.1 Visual
Figure 5.3 consists of three sub-plots illustrating the sensitivity curve, heliocentric velocity
and HI mass distributions for all Visual detections. The main panel (bottom left) shows
the sensitivity curve. A fraction of 6.7 (13/194) galaxies lie below the first 3σ detection
threshold (L3σ,100) and their measured linewidths are below W50 = 200 km s−1. A further
25.8% (50/194) detections lie in-between the two detection thresholds (i.e. L3σ,100 and
LsigmaTwo). The remaining 67.5% are found above the L3σ,200 detection threshold and the
measured linewidths span the all the linewidths brackets. Only a fraction of 5.7% (11/194)
of the detections have HI masses greater than the characteristic mass of HI mass function,
log (M∗HI) = 9.8 [Zwaan et al., 2005], compared to the 8.1% (17/211) of Semi-automated
detections. It must be noted that the data cube has increased noise at heliocentric velocities
above Vhel = 15 500 km s−1 and only one galaxy has been visually identified in this region.
The bottom left panel illustrates the total HI mass distribution. The histogram shows
a fairly symmetric distribution about the mean mass of 1.20 × 109 M. From the sym-
metry we can deduce that the ratio of low mass galaxies to high mass is approximately
equal to one. This is quite typical distribution for a schechter type HI mass function
with fixed sensitivity. The distributions also shows that galaxies with HI masses less than
log (MHI/M) = 9.5, have linewidths less than W50 = 300 km s−1.
The top panel present a histogram of the heliocentric velocity. The histogram cov-
ers a range of Vhel = 3 213 to 16 466 km s−1 and has an average of Vhel = 8562 km s−1.
The distribution shows regions of overdensities, which were first identified by Ramat-
soku et al. [2016]. These overdensities are found on the Auriga (Aur) constellation. With
the nearest overdensity (Aur 1) at a velocity of 3 000 − 3 500 km s−1 and consisting of
9 galaxy detections, whereas the second overdensity (Aur 2) spans a velocity range of
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4500− 7500 km s−1 and has a total of 81 detections. The third overdensity (Aur 3) is en-
closed over a range of 9500− 11000 km s−1 and has the second highest number of detec-
tions (68). The last overdensity (Aur 4) has 20 detections and is spread over a narrow
velocity range of 13 500 − 15 500 km s−1. In-between the overdensities, we have under-
sense regions with a significantly low number of galaxies compared to overdensities, see
also Fig. 18 of Ramatsoku et al. [2016].
To gauge how the HI masses and other measured HI parameters of the Visual detections
compare to the other galaxy identification methods, I will present a comprehensive com-
parison in Ch. 6.
FIGURE 5.3: The efficiency of the Visual method presented in terms of the sensitivity curve
(bottom left panel), the distribution of the logarithmic HI mass (bottom right panel) and the
heliocentric velocity histogram (top left panel).
5.3.2 SOFIA
Figure 5.4 illustrates the sensitivity curve, HI mass and heliocentric velocity histograms
of all 131 SOFIA detections. The bottom left panel present the sensitivity curve. About
16.2% (21/131) detections lie below the L3σ,100 detection threshold. A small fraction of
8.% (11/131) galaxies are bounded by the two detection thresholds (L3σ,100 and L3σ,200).
This is fraction is three times less than that of Visual detections. This shows that current
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FIGURE 5.4: I present three sub-figures illustrating the radial velocity distribution; the
sensitivity curve and the total HI mass distribution of all 131 galaxies identified through
SOFIA.
parameter setup of SOFIA performs poorly in this region. A further fraction of 75.3% of
detections lie above the L3σ,200 detection threshold and cover all the linewidths brackets.
The bottom right panel shows the HI mass distribution. This distribution is also pre-
sented in Fig. 5.2, however in this panel I want to illustrate the distribution with respect to
linewidth brackets (Ψi). Note that galaxies with linewidths in the first bracket (Ψ1), have
HI masses less than log (MHI/M) = 9.5. This is consistent with the Visual HI mass dis-
tribution presented in Fig.5.1. Only 3.1% of the detection have HI masses greater than the
log (M∗HI) whereas Visual has 5.7%.
The heliocentric velocity distribution is shown in the top panel. It covers a wide ve-
locity range of Vhel = 3 243 to 16 507 km s−1. However the mean radial velocity of the
distribution is Vhel = 8678 km s−1. The overdensities seen in Fig.5.3 are also prominent
in this panel. The first overdensity (Aur 1) consists of 8 detections, whereas Aur 2 has
56, Aur 3 is the second largest overdensity with 28 detections and Aur 4 is made up 12.
Recall, Visual method identified one galaxy candidates with heliocentric velocity greater
than 5 500 km s−1, however SOFIA has identified 10. This rise is due to the high rms noise
in this region and this is a phenomenon known as edge effects and it affects all automated
source fining tools.
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This chapter was dedicated to the parameters and properties of the two catalogues, Vi-
sual and SOFIA. Visual has a total of 194 galaxy detections and 32.5% found below the 3σ
detection limit assuming a 200 km s−1 linewidth (L3σ,200). Only one detection was made
at the region with poor signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. Vhel ≥ 15 500 km s−1). The second cata-
logue, SOFIA, revealed 131 detections. SOFIA has identified ∼ 8% less detections under
the L3σ,200 detection threshold compared to Visual. About 10 SOFIA detections have radial
velocities that are within the poor signal-to-noise ratio. An in-depth comparison and anal-
ysis of these catalogues and semi-automated catalogue is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
In this section, I present a detailed analysis of the Visual, Semi-automated and SOFIA cat-
alogue. In Ch. 4, I presented the three different source identification algorithms that were
applied to arrive at a source catalogue and the techniques that were employed to derive
coordinates and HI parameters. All these techniques were applied to the same HIPP-ZoA
data cube. This provides, therefore, an ideal Testbed to check the consistency of all HI pa-
rameters in all 3 catalogues as well as a comparison of their respective completeness. This
is pursued by taking the following steps:
• Identify counterparts/cross-match galaxies between Visual and Semi-automated cat-
alogue, Visual and SOFIA catalogue and SOFIA and Semi-automated catalogue.
• Comparison of HI parameters amongst the counterparts’ galaxies.
• Employ sensitivity plots to illustrate where the galaxy counterparts are found with
respect to redshift and also the two HI mass limit detection curves, L3σ,100 and
L3σ,200.
Identifying counterparts and analysing the consistency of the HI parameters is not suffi-
cient to know how each of these galaxy identification methods performs with respect to
the completeness or missed galaxies in each catalogue and how these methods can be im-
proved and optimised. To get to that point, will need to understand characteristics of the
subsets of detections that have no counterpart in the other catalogues. Where do they lie
on sensitivity plots? What are their typical properties in linewidths, peak flux, SNR, HI
mass, etc.? Is there any possible optimisation necessary to improve both completeness and
reliability achieved with the various method? These are the questions I intend to tackle in
this chapter.
6.1 Galaxy counterparts identification
Galaxies have two spatial Galactic coordinates (`& b) and the third coordinate is the radial
velocity (Vhel). These are the coordinates that I have used to identify counterparts. Sup-
posedly galaxy A has coordinates (`A, bA, VA ) and that galaxy B is the counterpart. That
means that the coordinates of the counterpart must satisfy the relations below:
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(`, b, Vhel)
B ⇐⇒

(
`A − ∆S) ≤ `B ≤ (`A + ∆S)(
bA − ∆S) ≤ bB ≤ (bA + ∆S)(
VhelA − ∆V
) ≤ VhelB ≤ (Vhel A + ∆V)

where ∆S is a spatial radius enclosing the surface area where a counterpart galaxy is most
likely to be found, whereas ∆V is the radius along the velocity axis.
A graphical presentation of the above equation is presented in Fig. 6.1. This schematic
illustrates concentric circles of radii known as counterpart clouds, where a probability of
finding a true counterpart is inversely proportional to the radii. The spatial radii are a
function of the pixel size from the original HI data cube. The pixel size is equivalent to
pixel− size = 6′′, hence the spatial radii of the counterpart clouds are: r = 3(pixel− size),
r′ = 5(pixel − size), r′′ = 7(pixel − size). Whereas the velocity radii are: rv = 100 km s−1,
r′v = 150 km s−1 , r′′v = 200 km s−1. Using this schematic, crossmatch candidates are
identified. Afterwards, moment maps of the galaxy and its possible counterpart(s) are
visualised to qualify or disqualify the counterpart. The latter is particularly important
because the different techniques might subdivide galaxies with satellites or very extended
galaxies in different counterparts.
FIGURE 6.1: A projection of concentric spherical counterpart clouds (spheres) centred at galaxy
A onto 2-D spatial plane. The inner circle marks a cloud with radius of r = 3(pixel − size), red
circle has r′ = 5(pixel − size) and the black circle has r′′ = 7(pixel − size).
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FIGURE 6.2: A comparison of coordinates of Visual galaxies against their Semi-automated
crossmatches. The top panel: ∆` vs `. Middle panel: ∆b vs b. Bottom panel: ∆Vhel vs Vhel.
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6.2 Visual and Semi-automated
The visual catalogue presented in Table 5.1 consists of 194 galaxies. Using the afore-
mentioned galaxy counterpart identification criteria, a total of 89.7% (174/194) galaxies,
have counterparts in the Semi-automated galaxy catalogue published by Ramatsoku et al.
[2016]. In this first section, I will focus on comparing the HI parameters of these Visual
galaxies against their counterparts (V-SA counterparts).
6.2.1 Comparing measured HI parameters
Figure 6.2 presents dispersion plots between the Visual coordinates and the corresponding
Semi-automated counterparts. The top panel illustrates the Galactic longitude dispersion
centred at an average of ∆` = −0.19 arcminutes and has a standard deviation of σ =
0.51 arcminutes. This dispersion plot spans a range of ∆` = −4.18 to 1.40 arcminutes.
The Galactic latitude dispersion plot is presented in the middle panel. The distri-
bution spans a range of ∆b = −2.64 to 0.55 arcminutes and has an average of ∆b =
0.06 arcminutes and a standard deviation of σ = 0.30 arcminutes.
The bottom panel compares heliocentric velocities of the crossmatches. The distri-
bution spans a range of ∆Vhel = −106 to 217 km s−1 and is centred at an average of〈
∆Vhel
〉
= −12 km s−1, with a standard deviation of σ = 29 km s−1.
The coordinates of the Visual galaxies are consistent with the coordinates of their re-
spective Semi-automated crossmatches. The identified crossmatches are within a maxi-
mum spatial displacement of ∆S = 0.58 arcminutes (0.01 deg). The velocity dispersion
shows a spread of 29.6 km s−1 but has a broader range. This is typical of HI galaxy veloc-
ity comparisons. This is due to HI sources being extended along spectral axis. For instance
a deviation of 5 pixel translate to a dispersion of 41.3 km s−1.
The next step is comparing the measured HI parameters. This is achieved by first iden-
tifying outliers (mathematically) then explore why such dispersions occur. Presented in
Fig. 6.3 are four dispersion/scatter plots. Where the dots present the data, dashed black
line marks mean and the red dashed lines present the plus/minus 3 sigma level. The top
left panel illustrates the scatter between the 20% linewidth of Visual galaxies and their
Semi-automated counterparts. The W20−dispersion spans a range of ∆W20 = −97 to
217 km s−1 and is centred at 2.6 km s−1 with a standard deviation of σ = 34.2 km s−1.
There are four galaxies with W50 greater than 3-sigma. The W50-dispersion plot is pre-
sented on the top right panel. It spans a range of −214 to 169 km s−1. The distribution
has an average of −4.5 km s−1 and a standard deviation of 36.5 km s−1. Both the W20 and
W50-dispersion show Gaussian distributions with similar mean and standard deviation
measurements. The W50−dispersion plot reveals seven counterparts with large scatter in
the 50% linewidth measurements and two also have scatter in W50. We will look into some
of the global profiles of these sources later on.
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FIGURE 6.3: Comparison of HI parameters between a total of 89.7% (174/194) galaxies from
visual catalogue (along x-axis) against galaxy counterparts (174/211) from semi-automated
catalogues (along y-axis).
The bottom left panel, shows the Sint-dispersion plot. It spans a range of −7.61 to
1.12 Jy km s−1 and has a mean of −0.2 Jy km s−1 with an rms of 0.80 Jy km s−1. About
93% dispersion measurement are within one sigma and only four have deviations of more
than 3-sigma, however all four show small deviations in W20 and W50.
The dispersions observed in integrated flux and heliocentric velocity plots feed to the
total HI mass dispersion plot shown in the bottom right panel. The dispersions are centred
at an average of ∆ log (MHI/M) = −0.10 and returns an rms of 0.23. The dispersions re-
veal four counterparts with deviations in the logarithm of HI mass greater than 3-sigma.
Two of these counterparts also show larger deviations in integrated flux while only one
show larger dispersions in the 50% linewidths. This is a common phenomenon with meth-
ods that incorporate automated source finders as then turn to merge satellites with their
parent sources or fragment faint galaxies with broad profile galaxies. Will discuss this in
the next section where we compare SOFIA with both Visual and SA source catalogues.
6.2.2 The relative completeness
Out of the 194 Visual galaxies, 20 were not identified by the Semi-automated source iden-
tification method. On the other hand, 37/211 Semi-automated galaxies have no Visual
crossmatches. In this section, will address the relative completeness of the two catalogues
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as a function of linewidth, heliocentric velocity, signal-to-noise ratio and total HI mass.
FIGURE 6.4: Distributions of HI parameters for both common and non-common galaxies
between Visual and Semi-automated. Top left panel: W50 stacked histogram. Top right panel:
Vhel histogram, bottom left panel: signal-to-noise ratio and bottom right panel: the logarithm of
HI mass distribution.
Figure 6.4 present histograms which illustrate the relative completeness of Visual and
Semi- automated catalogue. Marked in light-blue are distributions of Visual galaxies with
no SA crossmatches, while SA with no Visual crossmatches are shown in green and cross-
matches are shown in grey. Shown in the top left panel is the velocity histogram. The
crossmatches span a range of 3 213− 16 466 km s−1 with an average of 8 483 km s−1. All
the 9 Visual detections under Aur. 1 have SA crossmatches, whereas a fraction of 74/81
Aur. 2. Under Aur. 3, 48/68 Visual galaxies have SA crossmatches and 19/20 in the fourth
overdensity (Aur. 4). At the high-end velocity (Vhel > 15 500 km s−1), the 2 Visual galax-
ies have SA crossmatches. However, there are 8/10 SA detections with no Visual cross-
matches. Due to poor signal-to-noise within this region, we do not have sufficient infor-
mation to classify these detections as false positives or true detections. SA has 13 detection
in Aur. 2 that have no crossmatches compared to 7 Visual detections. This shows that in
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regions of higher overdensities and poorer signal-to-noise, semi-automated tools are more
likely to return a high number of false positives.
The 50% linewidth distribution is shown in the top right panel. The crossmatches
distribution spans a range of 21− 378 km s−1 and is centred at 129 km s−1. The two cat-
alogues are complete above W50 = 300 km s−1 and there are only two Visual detections
with no SA crossmatches within the range of 200− 300 km s−1 compared to one SA detec-
tion. About 59% of SA detections with no Visual crossmatches have W50 (22/37) between
100− 150 km s−1, whereas ∼ 65% (13/20) of Visuals with no SA crossmatches are below
W50 = 100 km s−1.
On the bottom left panel, is the signal-to-noise ratio histogram. All the Visual detec-
tions with the signal-to-noise ratio greater than SNR = 10.0 have SA crossmatches and
vice versa. Only 1 out of 44 Visual detections with SNR in-between the range of 5− 10
does not have SA crossmatch, whereas 8 out of 50 SA detections have no Visual cross-
matches. Below the signal-to-noise ration of SNR = 5, Visual identified 19 galaxies with
no SA crossmatches while SA method has identified 29 without Visual crossmatches. The
visual method has achieved a completeness (w.r.t SA method) of 98.5% (65/66) above the
signal-to-noise ratio of SNR = 5 and 85.2% (109/128) below this threshold.
The bottom right panel illustrates the distribution of the logarithm of integrated flux.
The histogram covers a range of log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
= −1.47 to 1.00 and is centred
at −0.36. Both catalogues agree on all the detections with integrated flux great than
log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
= 0.00
(
Sint = 1.00 Jy km s−1
)
. About 80% (16/20) of the Visual
detections with no SA crossmatches have integrated fluxes that lie within the range of
log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
= −1.00 to 0.00 (0.10 < Sint < 1.00 Sint), compared to the ∼ 68%
(25/37) SA detections with no Visual crossmatches. There are 20% (4/20) Visual detec-
tions with log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
less than −1.00 which have no SA crossmatches whereas
SA has identified∼ 32% (12/36). SA has identified 1.5×more sources with integrated flux
less than Sint < 0.10 Jy km s−1 as compared to Visual.
All the parameters presented in Fig. 6.4 determine where a detection lies in the sensitivity
plot. Figure 6.5 present the sensitivity plot of the Visual detections with and without SA
crossmatches. The colours in both panel are classified as follows: i) blue present Visual
galaxies with SA crossmatches (V∈ SA), ii) green is Visual with no SA crossmatches (V /∈
SA) and iii) pink illustrates SA with no Visual crossmatches (SA /∈V).
The right panel shows the distribution of the logarithm HI mass. The crossmatches
span a range of log (MHI/M) = 7.9 to 10.24 and an average of log (MHI/M) = 9.1. The
Visual galaxies with no SA crossmatches are distributed over a mass range of log (MHI/M)
= 7.8 to 9.8 and are centred at 8.8 with an rms of 0.46. SA detections with no Visual span
the range of 7.7− 9.9 with an average of 8.7 and a narrow rms of 0.55. Above M∗HI, Vi-
sual has only one detection with no crossmatch compared to two of SA. About 65% of
Visual detections without SA crossmatches have HI masses below log (MHI/M) = 9.0
compared to the ∼ 60% SA detections with no Visual crossmatches.
The sensitivity plot on the left panel is sub-divided into three regions (R I, R II, and
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FIGURE 6.5: The distribution of total HI mass as a function heliocentric velocity. Shown in blue
are the 174 Visual galaxies with SA crossmatches, whereas green marks the 20 Visual detections
with no SA crossmatches and in pink are the 37 SA sources with no visual crossmatches. The
left panel shows the sensitivity curve while right panel shows histogram of the total HI mass.
R III,). R I is the region above the 3σ detection threshold assuming a linewidth of 200 km s−1
(Pi > L3σ,200). R II is in-between the L3σ,200 and the L3σ,100 (i.e. L3σ,100 < Pi < L3σ,200) and
R III lies below the L3σ,100. Let us look at the relative completeness and reliability of these
method based on the aforementioned regions. At R I, about 95.5% Visual galaxies have
SA crossmatches. While in R II the two catalogues have a large fraction of 83.7% common
detections. Then in R III Visual has identified 13 galaxies and 7 of them were also detected
by SA. Overall Visual has 89.7% (174) detections that have SA crossmatches.
The summary of the relative efficiency between these two catalogues is presented in Ta-
ble 6.1. Where the first column indicates regions of the sensitivity plot. Column 2 contains
Visual detections and is sub-divided detections with crossmatches and with none, they are
marked as TD and FP, respectively. Third column is the total number of SA detections.
TABLE 6.1: Efficiency of the Visual method with respect to the Semi-automated method (SA).
Visual SA Reliability Completeness
TD FP TS R [%] C [%]
RI 126 6 146 95.5 86.3
RII 41 8 49 83.7 83.7
RIII 7 6 16 53.8 43.8
Survey 174 20 211 89.7 82.5
Column 3 is the relative reliability given by:
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R =
TD
TD + FP
(6.1)
Column 5 is the relative completeness and can be derived using the equation below:
C =
TD
TD + TS
(6.2)
The two galaxy identification methods identified a large number of common galaxies
(174) and have measured fairly consistent HI parameters. This is a great result because
now we have a sufficient sample to compare and contrast with a catalogue output of the
fully automated software, SOFIA. The Testbed sample is key in analysing SOFIA results
as it offers a way of quantifying relative reliability and completeness.
6.3 Testbed sample and SOFIA
The Testbed sample contains 174 galaxies that have been identified by both the Visual
and SA catalogue. It must be noted that the actual number of galaxies in the HIPP-ZoA
data cube is unknown. This is typical of spectral cubes derived from blind surveys. Hence,
quantifying the efficiency of an automated source-finder such as SOFIA can be a challenge.
For this work, we assume that the Testbed sample represents the actual number of galaxies
in the HIPP-ZoA data cube.
This section has a layout similar to Sect. 6.1. I will first identify common galaxies be-
tween the SOFIA and the Testbed catalogue, then assess the consistency of position and
HI parameters. Finally, will quantify reliability and completeness of the SOFIA catalogue
when assuming Testbed sample.
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FIGURE 6.6: A comparison of coordinates between the S-TB crossmatches. The top panel: ∆` vs
`. Middle panel: ∆b vs b. Bottom panel: ∆Vhel vs Vhel.
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6.3.1 Consistency of positions and HI parameters
Using the crossmatch identification scheme in Sect. 6.1 a total of 91 out of 131 SOFIA de-
tections are also listed in the Testbed catalogue.
The positional consistency of these crossmatches is presented in Fig. 6.6. The top left
panel presents the the Galactic longitude dispersion plot. The distribution covers a range
of∆`− 0.43 to 0.99 arcminutes and is centered at 0.15 arcminutes with an rms of 0.29 arcminutes.
The Galactic latitude dispersion plot is shown in the middle panel. It spans a range of
∆b − 0.49 to 0.55 arcminutes with an average and an rms of −0.10 and 0.21 arcminutes,
respectively. The velocity dispersion plot is centered at
〈
∆Vhel
〉
= −10 km s−1 and has
an rms of 28 km s−1. It covers a range of Vhel − 109 to 102 km s−1.
The positional dispersion encountered here are less than those observed between the
Visual and the SA crossmatches (Sect.6.2.1). Hence, we can conclude that the source posi-
tions returned by SOFIA are consistent with those measured by the Visual and SA meth-
ods.
FIGURE 6.7: Comparison of HI parameters between a total of 89.7% (174/194) galaxies from the
visual catalogue (along x-axis) against galaxy counterparts from (174/211) from
semi-automated catalogues (along y-axis).
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Figure 6.7 presents four HI parameter dispersion plots. The top left panel shows the 20%
linewidth dispersion plot, centered at ∆W20 = 13 km s−1 and has an rms of 61 km s−1.
About 3.3% (3/91) of crossmatches show dispersions greater 3× rms. Will look at these
sources later on, to see why such deviations occur.
The top right panel shows the 50% linewidth dispersions, spanning a range of ∆W20 =
−301 to 134 km s−1. The distribution has an average of 0 km s−1 and an rms of 42 km s−1.
A total of 96.7% (88/91) show consistent measurements. One of the three outliers also
showed greater deviations in W20 dispersion plot.
The integrated flux dispersion plot is presented in the bottom left panel. The distribu-
tion covers a range of ∆Sint = −2.5 to 2.5 Jy km s−1 and is centred at zero with an rms of
0.5 Jy km s−1. The dispersions observed here are fairly consistent and only 2 sources show
dispersion larger deviation. These sources also reveal larger deviations in W50 measure-
ments.
The bottom right panel illustrates the logarithmic HI mass dispersions. It spans the
range of ∆ log (MHI/M) = −0.95 to 0.53 and has an average of ∆ log (MHI/M) =
−0.06 with an rms of 0.25. Five sources show larger (> 3 rms) deviations and one of them
also show larger deviations in Vhel, W50 and Sint. Comparing just the numerical parameters
is not enough, as there are a number of scenarios that can lead to these variations.
Hence moment maps of crossmatches with inconsistent measures were examined. Four
examples of crossmatches with slightly inconsistent HI parameters are presented in Fig. 6.8
to Fig. 6.11. Figure 6.8 shows a scenario where SSOFIA has successful identified two tidal
interacting galaxies, however the integrated flux measured by SOFIA is slightly lower
and results to a lesser HI mass. Figure 6.9 present a galaxy with low SNR and has a pro-
file buried in the noise. SOFIA successfully identified this galaxy but also missed faint
emission at the edges. In Fig. 6.10 is a detection obscured by a negative peak, hence such
dispersions in measured parameters. Figure 6.11 shows a case where only one horn of the
galaxy has been detected and this leads to underestimating linewidths, integrated flux and
in turn the total HI mass.
The majority of SOFIA detections show consistency in derived positions and HI pa-
rameters when compared to their crossmatches from the Testbed parameters. There a very
few cases were SOFIA underestimates or overestimate certain HI. The next step is quanti-
fying the efficiency of the pipeline.
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FIGURE 6.8: A SOFIA catalogue with a corresponding crossmatch from the Testbed sample. Top
panels: Maps of galaxy no. 8 from SOFIA. Bottom panels: Maps of galaxy no. 1 from Visual..
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FIGURE 6.9: A SOFIA catalogue with a corresponding crossmatch from the Testbed sample. Top
panels: Maps of galaxy no. 21 from SOFIA. Bottom panels: Maps of galaxy no. 2 from Visual.
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FIGURE 6.10: A SOFIA catalogue with a corresponding crossmatch from the Testbed sample.
Top panels: Maps of galaxy no. 26 from SOFIA. Bottom panels: Maps of galaxy no. 3 from
Visual.
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FIGURE 6.11: A SOFIA catalogue with a corresponding crossmatch from the Testbed sample.
Top panels: Maps of galaxy no. 51 from SOFIA. Bottom panels: Maps of galaxy no. 4 from
Visual.
6.3.2 The relative completeness
The SOFIA catalogue consists of 131 detections, of which 91 are also identified in the
Testbed sample. However a significant fraction of 39 detections were not identified by
Visual and SA, hence they not in the Testbed sample. There are also 83 Testbed galax-
ies that are not identified by SOFIA. In this section, I will analyse the detections that are
missing in both catalogues and look at their characteristics. Finally will quantify relative
reliability and completeness of SOFIA with respect to the Testbed sample.
Figure 6.12 present the histograms of HI parameters. The histograms illustrate where
detections with crossmatches lie in comparison to the ones with no crossmatches. The
common detections between SOFIA and the Testbed sample (S∈ (V-SA)) are shown in
red, whereas SOFIA without crossmatches (S /∈ (V-SA)) are in grey and blue marks galaxies
listed in the Testbed sample but not identified by SOFIA ((V-SA)∈ S).
The top left panel present the 50% linewidth histogram. SOFIA has achieved a com-
pleteness of C = 61.0% (36/59) and a reliability ofR = 87.7% (36/41) at linewidths greater
than 150 km s−1 but both these quantities drop significantly at lesser linewidths, with
C = 47.8% (55/115) and R = 61.1% (55/90).
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FIGURE 6.12: The distributions of HI parameters of SOFIA detections with and without
crossmatches listed in the Testbed sample. S∈ (V-SA): SOFIA detections with crossmatches.
S /∈ (V-SA): SOFIA detection with no crossmatches. (V-SA) /∈ S: Testbed galaxies without
crossmatches.
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The top right panel shows peak flux histogram. Above the peak flux of Speak =
2.5 mJy beam−1, SOFIA reaches a completeness of C = 96.3% (79/82) and reliability of
R = 88.8% (79/89). Whereas below this threshold, both the completeness and reliability
drop significantly (i.e. C = 13.0% and R = 28.6%).
The histogram showing signal-to-noise ratio is presented in the middle left panel. It
must be noted that SOFIA performs well for a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 5. Above
this threshold it retained a completeness of C = 81.5% (53/65) and R = 84.1% (53/63),
compared to C = 34.9% (38/109) and R = 55.9% (38/68) achieved below.
Middle right panel present the integrated flux distribution. For sources with integrated
flux greater than log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
= −0.5 (Sint = 0.36 Jy km s−1), SOFIA achieved a
completeness of C = 76.9% (70/91) and a reliability of R = 84.3% (70/83). However
both these quantities decrease significantly at lesser integrated fluxes, has the returned a
completeness of C = 25.3% (21/83) and reliability is R = 43.8% (21/48).
The velocity histogram is shown in the bottom panel. For redshifts in the range of
up 2 000 to 10 000 km s−1, SOFIA registered a completeness of C = 63.8% (74/116) and
reliability of R = 86.0% (74/86). However at the high end both these quantities drop sig-
nificantly, with C = 29.8% and R = 37.8%.
The distribution plots above show that SOFIA performs well within the redshift of
0.00− 0.04, linewidths more than 150 km s−1, SNR greater than 5 and integrated flux of
Sint = 0.32 Jy km s−1. However, further optimisation and fine-tuning of SOFIA parame-
ters are necessary to improve the performance its efficiency at lower HI parameters.
Presented in Fig. 6.13 is the sensitivity plot, the distribution of HI mass as a function
of heliocentric velocity, and the histogram of the HI mass. The left panel shows the com-
pleteness of SOFIA with respect to the Testbed sample. The galaxies in common between
the two catalogues span a mass range of log (MHI/M) = 8.1 to 9.9 and are centred at
log (MHI/M) = 9.4 with an rms of 0.4. Whereas the SOFIA detections without cross-
matches are centred at log (MHI/M) = 8.9 and have a larger rms of 0.8. The galaxies
that SOFIA could not identify have an average of log (MHI/M) = 9.0 with an rms of
0.4. This shows that SOFIA picks handful of low mass sources which majority are false
positives. It must be noted that SOFIA performs fairly good above log (MHI/M) = 8.5
as it has measured C = 54.0% (87/160) and C = 75.7% (56/74) but there is room for im-
provement.
SOFIA performs good at R I as it has achieved a completeness of C = 65.1% and relia-
bility ofR = 82.0%. These are great results considering that a large fraction of the missing
galaxies has low SNR (SNR < 5) and small linewidths (W50 < 150 km s−1). Looking at
R II, we notice that the completeness drops significantly (C = 15.%), however, reliability is
still high (R = 60.0%). The drop in the completeness is justifiable. If you look at Fig. 5.3,
you will notice that majority of the galaxies in R II have linewidths less 100 km s−1. These
sources are most likely flagged when applying the reliability filter within SOFIA as they
possess similar properties to noise peaks. However, the fact that we managed to retain
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FIGURE 6.13: The distribution of total HI mass as a function heliocentric velocity of SOFIA
detections with and without V-SA crossmatches. Left panel: shows the sensitivity plot. Right
panel: the histogram of the logarithmic HI mass.
such a high reliability shows the competence and power of SOFIA. At R III the reliability
drops down to R = 14.3%, while completeness is C = 30.0%. SOFIA picked a number of
false positive here, however, it was expected as sources in this region are not far removed
from the local noise. The table below presents a summary of the efficiency of SOFIA.
TABLE 6.2: Efficiency of SOFIA with respect to the Testbed sample.
Visual SA Reliability Completeness
TD FP TS R [%] C [%]
RI 82 18 126 82.0 65.1
RII 6 4 38 60.0 15.7
RIII 3 18 10 14.3 30.0
Survey 91 40 174 69.4 52.3
6.4 Comparing our SOFIA results with literature
A team of Astronomers from the Wallaby survey also conducted a similar performance
on SOFIA using real data from ASKAP-12 but with artificial galaxies. They extracted a
subcube of 800× 800 pixels and 800 channels with no notable true HI line emission and
populated it with 600 artificial galaxies convolved with the beam of ASKAP. They ran
SOFIA on the data cube using the S+C finder with a detection threshold of 3σ and ap-
plied the SOFIA reliability filter. Overall, they detected 270 sources of which only 3 were
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false positives. Meaning they achieved an impressive 98.9% reliability while measuring a
completeness of 44.5%. Whereas in this thesis we achieved a 70% reliability and a 53.9%
completeness. It is worth to note that higher completeness measurements may lead to the
slight drop in reliability and vice-versa.
Their results show that SOFIA reached 100% completeness at a SNR of 5 and a peak
SNR of 2.5 (see Fig. 6 , Westmeier [2018]). Whereas we found a completeness of 81.5% and
84.1% reliability above the SNR of 5. Both these results indicate that SOFIA performs well
above 3σ, however, if a user wants to detect sources below this threshold then will have to
compromise on reliability.
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Summary
In this project we used an interferometric HI data cube from HIPP-ZoA survey. It encom-
passes the region where the Perseus-Pisces Supercluster crosses the ZoA. The HIPP-ZoA
survey covers a total an area of∼ 9.6 Sq.deg, angular resolution of 23× 16 Sq.arcsec, a ve-
locity resolution of 8.24 km s−1, an rms noise of 0.40 mJy beam−1 and spans a heliocentric
velocity range of 2 400− 16 600 km s−1.
The primary aim of this project is quantifying the efficiency of a fully automated source
finding application, SOFIA, on a spectral data cube with real HI line emission. Unlike in
mocked data cubes, the total number of genuine galaxies on the HIPP-ZoA data cube is not
known, hence conventional methods of quantifying SOFIA’s efficiency are not applicable.
However, there is an alternative method that we have opted for in this project. We used
two different galaxy identification method (i.e. Visual and Semi-automated) to identify
genuine galaxies from the cube. The resulting catalogues were then reconciled and galax-
ies appearing on both catalogues were put into a Testbed sample. After running SOFIA
on the data cube, we then quantified its reliability and completeness with respect to the
Testbed sample. Secondly, we looked at dispersions between the HI parameters derived
by SOFIA in comparison to the parameters derived by conventional methods that have
been used in large HI surveys such as ALFALFA.
Through the Visual method, we identified 194 galaxies. Whereas a Semi-automated
method by Ramatsoku et al. [2016] identified a total of 211 galaxies published in the SA
catalogue. We then compare Visual catalogue to the SA catalogue. A large fraction of 174
Visual galaxies have crossmatches. This amounts to a relative completeness of C = 82.5%
and reliability ofR = 89.7%. Above the sensitivity curve assuming a detection of 3-sigma,
we found a completeness of 86.3% and a reliability 95.5%. We also noticed that above
the signal-to-noise ratio of 5, Visual completeness reaches 98.5%. We found that more than
98% of the crossmatches, measured HI parameters that are consistent within the measured
errors. All the 174 Visual galaxies with SA crossmatches were then added to the Testbed
sample.
We ran SOFIA on a handful of mocked data cubes, with an aim of understanding how
it performs on an ideal dataset and which parameters should we focus on when applying
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it to the HIPP-ZoA data cube. We then ran SOFIA on the HIPP-ZoA using the following
parameters:
• S+C finder, with a detection threshold of three times the noise (3σ).
• Applied a global noise normalisation.
• Applied a reliability filter, where we rejected all detections with reliability less than
0.90.
With the above parameter set-up, we identified a total of 131 galaxy candidates. The
detections span peak flux range of 0.80 to 18.70 Jy beam−1, a SNR ranging from 0.14 to
66.97, a 50% linewidth range of 11 − 375 km s−1 and integrated flux range of 5.67 to
9.77 Jy km s−1. Only 3.1% of the detections have HI masses greater than log (M∗HI), the
characteristic mass of HI mass function. This is in-line with my expectation, and the steep
exponential drop-off towards high Hi mass galaxies above M∗HI.
When comparing the SOFIA catalogue to the Testbed sample, we identified 91 de-
tections with crossmatches. Which is equivalent to a completeness of C = 52.3% and a
reliability of R = 69.4%. However, if we look at detections above the sensitivity curve
assuming a detection of 3-sigma, the completeness rises to C = 65.1% with the reliability
reachingR = 82.0%. When looking at efficiency as a function of: Speak, W50, SNR and Sint,
and we made the following findings:
• At peak fluxes above Speak = 2.5 mJy km s−1, SOFIA returns a completeness of C =
96.3% and a reliability of R = 88.%.
• SOFIA reaches a completeness of C = 61.0% and a reliability of R = 87.7% at
linewidths greater than 150 km s−1.
• At SNR greater than 5, we achieved a completeness of C = 81.5% and a reliability of
R = 84.1%.
• A completeness of C = 76.9% and a reliability of R = 84.3% are achieved at inte-
grated flux greater than log
(
Sint/Jy km s−1
)
= −0.50 (Sint = 0.32 Jy km s−1).
These are great results compared to our initial expectations and are consistent with the
results obtained by Westmeier [2018] from the Wallaby survey, where they ran SOFIA on
an ASKAP data cube with simulated galaxies. Both the completeness and the reliability
are dependent on the noise characteristics of the data. If you have a well-behaved noise
as we expect from the SKA pathfinders (e.g. MeerKAT and ASKAP) then SOFIA will per-
form well.
Lastly, we studied the accuracy of the HI parameters returned by SOFIA such as source
centroid, linewidths, signal-to-noise ratio and integrated flux. We made the following
findings:
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1. The returned source centroids show a high degree of accuracy within statistical er-
rors.
2. The heliocentric velocities show acceptable dispersions of less than 100 km s−1.
3. For a large fraction of 94.5% sources, SOFIA measurements in parameters such as
linewidths, integrated flux and HI mass show consistency within deviations less
than 3×rms.
A few sources show larger deviations in returned parameters. A closer look at these
sources revealed that the greater deviations are the results of three phenomenon: 1) satel-
lites being merged with the parent source, 2) sources broken into multiple detections.
The first phenomenon is common in regions of high density as you find a number of HI
bridges due to strong tidal interactions. The second phenomenon result from faint edge-
on galaxies characterised by double-horn global profiles which are largely buried in the
noise. Hence the two horns are detected as multiple sources.
This work provides a fairly good understanding of how SOFIA performs on real data
and what level of efficiency is to be expected on forthcoming large HI surveys. It must
be noted that SOFIA is highly efficient above 3σ, however, more tests and parameter fine-
tuning is necessary to detect the genuine sources below 3σ while preserving the higher
reliability. Hence in the near future, I would like to: (i) broaden the size of fine-tuned
parameters, (ii) test other source finder and filters within SOFIA, (iii) run SOFIA on a
different dataset (e.g. MeerKAT data). Then produce a manual advising researchers on
which combination of parameters are recommended for certain types of datasets.
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Appendix C
Global profiles of SOFIA detections
Presented here are global profiles of the 131 SOFIA detections. The names of the figures
(e.g. No. 1) correspond to the numbers in the first column of B. 1. All the profiles of detec-
tions with both Visual and SA crossmatches were plotted in blue, whereas red show those
with no crossmatches from the Testbed sample. It must be noted that the baseline has been
subtracted already on all the spectra. On the x-axis is the heliocentric velocity in km s−1
and the y-axis is the sum of flux values across the area covered by the source and has not
been multiplied by the beam area, hence the units are Jy beam−1.
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D SoFiA parameter settings
• Parameter activation
– steps.doSCfind
– steps.doMerge
– steps.doReliability
– steps.doParameterise
– steps.doWriteMask
– steps.doWriteCat
– steps.doMom0
– steps.doMom1
• Import data cube
– import.inFile: spectral cube
• S+ C Finder
– SCfind.threshold = 3.5
– SCfind.sizeFilter = 0.0
– SCfind.maskScaleXY = 2.0
– SCfind.maskScaleZ = 2.0
– SCfind.edgeMode = constant
– SCfind.rmsMode = negative
– SCfind.kernelUnit = pixel
– SCfind.verbose = true
• Merging detected voxels
– merge.radiusX = 3
– merge.radiusY = 3
– merge.radiusZ = 3
– merge.minSizeX = 5
– merge.minSizeY = 5
– merge.minSizeZ = 5
– merge.positivity = false
• Parametrisation
– parameters.getUncertainties =
false
– parameters.fitBusyFunction =
false
– parameters.optimiseMask =
true
– parameters.dilateMask = false
– parameters.dilateThreshold =
0.02
– parameters.dilatePixMax = 10
– parameters.dilateChan = 1
• Output module
– writeCat.writeASCII = true
– writeCat.parameters = [’id’,
’name’, ’ra’, ’dec’, ’vopt’,
’snr−int’, ’f−peak’, ’f−int’,
’w20’, ’w50’, ’rel’]
• Merging detected voxels
– merge.radiusX = 3
– merge.radiusY = 3
– merge.radiusZ = 3
– merge.minSizeX = 5
– merge.minSizeY = 5
– merge.minSizeZ = 5
– merge.positivity = false
• Reliability calculation
– reliability.parSpace =
[’n−pix’,’snr−sum’,’snr−max’]
– reliability.logPars = [1,1,1]
– reliability.autoKernel = true
– reliability.scaleKernel = 0.5
– reliability.usecov = true
– reliability.negPerBin = 5.0
– reliability.skellamTol = -0.2
– reliability.kernel =
[0.15,0.05,0.1]
– reliability.fMin = 10.0
– reliability.threshold = 0.90
– reliability.makePlot = true
D.1 SOFIA parameters fine-tuning
The parameters settings used in this project are based on the recommended values from the SOFIA
user manual, however, we also conducted further fine-tuning of parameters so to suit our data cube.
After running the pipeline for more than 20 times on a subcube while varying certain parameters,
we found optimal parameters for our data cube. We ran the pipeline on the entire cube and
obtained about 40% completeness on 55% reliability, we then selected seven parameters (i.e.
SCfind.threshold, merge.radiusR = [merge.radiusX, merge.radiusY, merge.radiusZ],
merge.minSize = [merge.minSizeX , merge.minSizeY and merge.minSizeZ]) and we varied them
slightly and compared the results with both Visual and SA catalogues. A sample of these results is
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D.1 SOFIA parameters fine-tuning
The parameters settings used in this project are based on the recommended values from
the SOFIA user manual, however, we also conducted further fine-tuning of parameters so
to suit our data cube. After running the pipeline for more than 20 times on a subcube while
varying certain parameters, we found optimal parameters for our data cube. We ran the
pipeline on the entire cube and obtained about 40% completeness and 55% reliability, we
then selected seven parameters (i.e. SCfind.threshold, merge.radiusR = [merge.radiusX,
merge.radiusY, merge.radiusZ], merge.minSize=[merge.minSizeX , merge.minSizeY and
merge.minSizeZ]) and we varied them slightly and compared the results with both Visual
and SA catalogues. A sample of these results is presented in the table below. It must be
noted that the results below are inclusive of duplicates. The best results are given by Run 2.
TABLE D.1: Total number of SOFIA detections as a function of six parameters.
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prese ted in the table b low. It must be noted that the results below are inclusive of duplicates. The
best results are given by Run 2.
TABLE D.1: Total number of SOFIA detections as a function of six parameters.
Run Changed parameters
SOFIA Visual SA
detections crossmatches crossmatches
Run 1
SCfind.threshold = 4.0
119 89 83merge.radiusR = 3.0
merge.minSize = 5.0
Run 2
SCfind.threshold = 3.5
137 97 102merge.radiusR = 3.0
merge.minSizeR= 5.0
Run 3
SCfind.threshold = 3.5
120 88 80merge.radiusR = 3.0
merge.minSizeR = 4.0
Run 4
SCfind.threshold = 3.5
107 83 92merge.radiusR = 2.0
merge.minSizeR = 5.0
Run 5
SCfind.threshold = 3.0
115 92 84merge.radiusR = 3.0
merge.minSizeR = 5.0
